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A study on the error of extra particle /no/ by  





Singaporean secondary school learners of Japanese often add extra particle /no/ 
when it is not required. This paper investigates why this is so through surveys, interviews, 
and error analysis.  Adding an extra /no/ seems to be a universal error regardless of 
learners language background.  It is necessary to find out causes of the target error to 
improve the teaching of Japanese. There are two main views with respect to the target 
error. One is that it is due to the interference of another language, mainly the learners 
first language. The other view is that the error is due to the overgeneralization of the use 
of /no/ before a noun.  
This study focuses on the following research questions, 1) Do learners have 
problems in identifying and correcting the target error of extra /no/ regardless of how long 
they have studied the language? 2) Is there any particular type of learner who tends to 
commit this error? 3) What do the secondary four students who have a tendency to 
commit the target errors think the probable causes are? and 4) What are the probable 
explanations for the students perceived causes of the target errors?  
Surveys and interviews were used in this study to find if the errors diminish as the 
students advance in their learning. It was found that students had difficulty identifying the 
target errors even after four years of study. The trends with regard to the type of errors 
that students from different levels had difficulty identifying were discussed. Also, based 
on statistical analysis, it was found that students who have difficulties identifying the 
errors tend to be weaker students in terms of examination performance.  
 vi
Next, errors of extra particle /no/ in Japanese noun modifiers and relative clauses 
found in the compositions of secondary four students were used to find if the errors could 
be the result of Chinese interference, English interference or overgeneralization of use of 
particles.  
Based on interviews and error analysis, this paper argues that the negative transfer 
from Chinese and English most likely occurred at the early stage of acquisition and that 
the error could be due to the overgeneralization of the use of /no/ before a noun in 
sentences as well. It was also found that fossilization was a major factor for the secondary 
four students. Teachers are recommended to keep warning the students to pay attention to 
the target error from the early stage of acquisition. 
Lastly, the study found that correctly identifying the cause of the target errors for 
learners who know both Chinese and English is difficult. Even the learners themselves 
found it difficult to pinpoint exactly the causes of the errors. One of the shortcomings of 
the study lies in the lack of its ability to identify the circumstances in which a learner 
would be influenced by a particular language during the second language acquisition. 
Also the effects of multiple languages on the acquisition of a second language by 
multilingual learners are worth exploring and such studies are becoming more important 
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A study on the error of extra particle /no/ by  





This paper explores the possible causes of the error of extra particle /no/ found in 
Singaporean secondary four students Japanese compositions.  
Surveys, interviews, and error analysis were used in this study to find if the errors 
diminish as the students advance in their learning and to explore the probable causes. The 
results suggest that students had difficulties identifying the target errors even after four 
years of study. It was also found that students who had difficulties identifying the errors 
tend to be weaker students. The target error seems to be a good indicator of success of 
learning Japanese. Based on the interviews and error analysis, this paper argues that 
besides Chinese and English interference, overgeneralization of the usage of particles and 
fossilization were also major factors. 
 




















Singaporean secondary school learners of Japanese often add extra particle /no/ 
when it is not required. This paper investigates why this is so through surveys, interviews, 
and error analysis.  Adding extra /no/ has been a topic of much discussion in JSL 
(Japanese as a second language) studies (Endo, 1978; Suzuki, 1978a, 1978b, Yoshikawa, 
1978, 1982; Aoki, 1980; Ku & Xu, 1980; Sato, 1984; Harada, 1991, Shirobatake, 1993).  
Adding extra /no/ seems to be a universal error regardless of learners language 
background.  For example, studies that involve participants whose first language, L1 is 
English (Sato, 1984), Chinese (Endo, 1978; Ku & Xu, 1980), and Thai (Yoshikawa, 
1982; Shirobatake, 1993) reported the same erroneous extra /no/ problems. Choo (2000) 
reports that even Koreans whose language is agglutinative make the target error.  It is 
necessary to find out causes of the target error to improve the teaching of Japanese. 
This study focuses on the following research questions, 1) Do learners have 
problems in identifying and correcting the target error of extra /no/ regardless of how long 
they have studied the language? 2) Is there any particular type of learner who tends to 
commit this error? 3) What do the secondary four students who have a tendency to 
commit the target errors think the probable causes are? and 4) What are the probable 
explanations for the students perceived causes of the target errors?  
Surveys, interviews, and error analysis were used in the study in the attempt to 
investigate the above questions.  
The paper begins with a brief summary of the development of error analysis in 
second language acquisition, SLA, a comparison of sentence structures in Japanese, 
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Chinese, and English, that are thought to lead to the erroneous /no/, and a review of 
previous studies on the target error. Data collected through surveys and interviews, and 
also errors found in secondary four students compositions are presented. The results of 
the analysis of the data from surveys and interviews are discussed. This is followed by 
error analysis to explore interlingual and intralingual perspectives with regard to the 
target error. Finally, the paper briefly discusses the limitations of the paper and directions 
for future studies and concludes with the major findings. 
 
1.2 Error analysis in SLA 
Errors have been one of the important issues in second language learning and 
teaching. Teachers have always studied the errors made by students. Errors are good 
indicators in the evaluation of teaching as well as learning processes. They also form the 
basis in developing teaching procedures and materials, pace of progress and the amount 
of practice required in classroom teaching. The study of errors is also a fundamental 
component of applied linguistics (Corder, 1981, p 35). There are two schools of thought 
in respect to learners errors: one is preventive and the other is cure. The former school 
maintains that errors would never be committed in the first place if the perfect teaching 
method were achieved. The latter holds the view that the world is imperfect and errors 
would always occur in spite of the teachers best efforts. (1981, p 5-6) Even with this 
distinction in philosophy, both schools acknowledge the significance of learners errors.  
Until the late sixties, language teaching was largely affected by Behaviorism. 
Language learning was considered to be merely a process of acquiring a set of new 
language habits. Errors were, therefore, thought to be predictable as a result of the 
interference of mother tongue, MT. As Corder pointed out, Contrastive Analysis, 
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comparing a MT and a target language, TL to predict and prevent learners errors was 
widely employed in the area of applied linguistics research (1981, p1). However, 
Contrastive Analysis came under criticism by the early 70s largely due to the limitation 
and validity of its predictability of errors. Corder argued that, what was overlooked or 
underestimated were the errors which could not be explained in this way (1981, pp.1).  
In response to this shortcoming of Contrastive Analysis, Error Analysis was 
developed. In Error Analysis, instead of solely relying on the descriptive comparison and 
signaling out mismatches between MT and TL, it focuses on the actual errors that are 
made by the learners and compares these to the TL. The errors could be fully described in 
terms of TL and are, therefore, independent of the L1 of the learners.  
However, Error Analysis, which began in the late 1960s, also quickly lost its 
support due to poor statistical inference, subjectivity of interpretation of errors and lack of 
predictive power (James, 1998). Instead, the idea of interlanguage, IL, emerged. The 
term suggesting the half-way position between knowing but not sure of the TL was 
introduced by Selinker (1972). IL is the pseudo-TL linguistic system that the learner 
believes to be true and correct at any particular stage of the learners second language, L2 
acquisition. The argument was that Error Analysis should not be independent of the MT 
or L1 because learners, except for children in their MT acquisition, do not learn in a void 
of language rules. IL is the psycholinguistic process of interaction between the MT and 
TL. As learners learn rules with regard to the L2, they make inferences and assumptions 
with the help of prerequisite MT knowledge to facilitate them in the acquisition. These 
rules and assumptions form the learners IL. IL is dynamic because the learners develop 
the IL as they learn new rules and amend the assisting rules as they encounter problems 
that challenge the ILs assumptions. In this respect, Error Analysis goes beyond applied 
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linguistics and extends to the area of psycholinguistic processes of language learning 
(Corder, 1981, p 35). 
With the introduction of IL, Corder suggests that (1981, p 21-25) Error Analysis 
involves the following three stages: 1) recognition of the IL, which requires the collection 
of error samples, 2) accounting for the learners IL, which is fundamentally a bilingual 
comparison of the errors and the MT (p 24) and 3) explanation of the IL. The third stage, 
according to Corder, is the ultimate object of error analysis, which is to attempt to 
account for how and why the learners IL is of the nature it is (p 24). 
However, Corder also argues that such errors made by the learners are 
grammatically correct in the learners own intermediate, or transitional language 
system (which Corder refers to as the idiosyncratic dialects while Selinker refers to as 
the learners IL) because they follow certain rules that the learners perceive to be true 
and correct (1981, p 18-19). Of course, this argument is not without fallacy in that the 
learners do not wish to acquire a pseudo-TL that has mismatches with the TL. To insist 
that such mismatches are grammatical in the IL would not serve the learners well in 
their learning of the TL (James, 1998). 
Another criticism of Error Analysis was the over-emphasis on errors and 
overlooking the description of non-errors (Hammarberg, 1974, p 185). The validity on the 
emphasis on non-errors is based on the attack on the fundamental flaw in Error Analysis, 
which is a failure to recognize that learners have a tendency to avoid TL items they are 
not sure about, and so not to commit errors which they would be expected to commit 
(Schachter, 1974), which in short, is the issue of avoidance.  With the re-labeling of 
Contrastive Analysis as crosslinguistic transfer (Kellerman and Sharwood Smith, 1986) 
or language transfer (Gass and Selinker, 1983; Odlin, 1989) or transfer analysis 
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(James, 1990, p 207), these researchers claim that Transfer Analysis is no longer 
Contrastive Analysis because the comparison of MT and TL is different from that of IL 
with MT. However, it was pointed out by James that Transfer Analysis is a sub-
procedure applied in the diagnostic phase of doing Error Analysis. It is not a credible 
alternative paradigm but an ancillary procedure within Error Analysis (James, 1998, p 6). 
Even with the above developments, comparison still remains a powerful tool in 
detecting and analyzing errors. Error Analysis is no longer a comparison between MT and 
TL or TL and IL. It involves several methods such as surveys, interviews, and statistical 
analysis in diagnosing errors. The general main diagnosis-based categories are 
interlingual, intralingual, communication-strategy and induced. Each category includes a 
whole range of probable causes. For example, in intralingual category, the learning 
strategy-based errors can be classified as false analogy, misanalysis, incomplete rule 
application, overgeneralization, system simplification (James, 1998, p 178-187). These 
are examples of the probable causes of errors and the researchers task is to identify 
which are the ones that need to be investigated and addressed in his particular study. Error 
Analysis has not lost its validity as an instrument in assisting the researchers and the 
learners to better critically understand the learners errors and why they make them. It 
also serves as an important guide for teachers to better help the learners to correct. In fact, 
it has become a more widespread practice than it is given credit for (p 18). 
Carson also expressed the view that examining the perspectives on error in writing 
is a way to examine how SLA theory might inform models of L2 teaching and learning 
(2001, p 193).  
In the paper Second language writing and second language acquisition, Carson, 
wrote about the difficulty in finding an intersection between SLA and L2 writing. She 
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suggested that though L2 writing is an essential part of language acquisition, SLA 
competence and L2 writing performance have remained distinct and this is due to the 
fact that, until recently, much of SLA research, following Chomskyan linguistics, has 
looked at competence on the morphosyntactic level. Furthermore, the more recent focus 
on the acquisition of communication competence in SLA research has not extended to 
writing (2001, p. 191-192). This point was also iterated by Ellis, the study of 
interlanguage pragmatic acts in SLA has focused on the spoken medium and has paid 
little attention to writing (1994, p 187-188). 
There are many studies carried out in the area of SLA in North America and 
northern Europe which focus on English and French as L2. However, though the trend 
has recently been expanding beyond the contexts in these areas, it still lacks the 
development of an international and cross-cultural perspective. These studies fall heavily 
on the acquisition of English as a L2. Moreover, there are few research works in other 
languages (Cumming 2001, p 226).  
Cummings comments are debatable. For example, there are many works that deal 
with Contrastive Analysis and Error Analysis between Japanese and other languages. The 
paper on the overview of Contrastive Analysis and Interlanguage research conducted in 
Japan by Nagatomo (Nagatomo, 1993) is a particularly comprehensive report. The Error 
Analysis studies in Japan also strongly support the view that the collection, collation and 
analysis of learners errors should not be the end of error analysis studies but it should be 
the platform to try to understand why such errors occur. And ultimately, the aim of Error 
Analysis should be to provide essential guides that will assist teachers in coming up with 
more effective preventive teaching methods in order to reduce these errors. Yoshikawa 
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(1978), Miyasaki (1978), Kayano (1978) and Suzuki (1978) have strongly supported this 
position.  
However, an important point to note is that Yoshikawa (1978) and Shibuya (1988) 
also argued that errors provide important clues for researchers and teachers to discover 
new grammar and syntax rules in the TL. This aspect of Error Analysis was not fully 
explored by Corder. Corder suggested that the two justifications for the study of learners 
errors are pedagogical and theoretical. The former aims to understand the nature of 
errors so as to eradicate them. And the latter is necessary to understand the process of 
SLA (1981, p 1). There was no mention of Error Analysis as a research method to 
discover new grammar and syntax rules in the TL. According to Nagatomo, the aim of 
Error Analysis to provide clues for the discovery of new grammatical rules has been 
widely accepted and has been the focus of development of Error Analysis in Japan in the 
80s and 90s. Though there have not been remarkable results with respect to the former 
aim, there were several studies that have led to better understanding of the grammar of the 
Japanese language (Nagatomo, 1994, p 8). 
 
1.3 Comparison of sentence structures in Japanese, Chinese, and English 
This section will focus on a simple comparison between the noun modifier 
sentence structure in Japanese and the respective Chinese and English equivalents.  
1.3.1  Noun + Noun  
a. Possessive  
1J: これは 私の本です。/Kore wa watashi no hon desu./ 
1C: 这是我的书。  /Zhe shi wo de shu./ 
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1E: This is my book. 
2J: これは 山田さんの本です。 /Kore wa Yamada san no hon desu./ 
2C: 这是山田先生的书。  /Zhe shi Shantian xianshen de shu./ 
2E: This is Mr. Yamadas book. 
In the Japanese possessive (Noun1 +  /no/  + Noun2 ) structure, the modifier noun 
and the modified noun is connected by the particle の /no/. This structure is relatively 
straightforward and easy to understand as the learner only needs to connect the owner + 
/no/ + possession. Unlike English, there is no possessive pronoun in Japanese. For the 
Chinese sentence, the usage of  的 /de/ as a marker for the noun modifier is similar to that 
of Japanese. However, this analogy between the particle の /no/ and the Chinese marker 
的 /de/ does not extend to the other parts of speech such as adjectives and verbs. The 
marker 的 /de/ is generally used to connect words in sentences. But this association 
between の /no/ and 的 /de/ has led the earlier studies to conclude that the target errors 
are the result of interference from the Chinese language. 
Whereas in English, the possessive pronoun my serves as the possessive marker 
and we do not need any additional marker to denote the relationship between my and 
book. Also in the case of proper nouns, though the possessive marker s is used, it is 
difficult to consider Xs as a morphologically independent marker unlike の, /no/ and 
的, /de/ in Japanese and Chinese. In fact, in writing, the Xs has to follow close to the 




b. Describing the proceeding noun 
3J: これは日本のテレビです。/Kore wa Nihon no terebi desu./ 
3C: 这是一台日本的电视机。 /Zhe shi yi tai Riben de dian shi ji./ 
3E: This is a Japanese television． 
4J: リーさんは東京の大学に入りたいそうです。 
          /Lii san wa Tookyoo no daigaku ni hairitai soo desu./ 
4C: 听说小李想考进一所東京的大学。/Ting shuo Xiao Li xiang kao jin  yi suo  
       Dong Jing de da xue./ 
4E: I heard that Lee wants to get into a university in Tokyo. 
In 3J, we have another example of Noun1 +  の, /no/ + Noun2 whereby Noun1 + 
の, /no/ is the noun modifier for Noun2. In this sentence, the modifier describes the type 
of television and in this case, indicating the country of production, which is Japan. This 
structure is exactly the same as the possessive の, /no/ already discussed.  
Also for 4J, Lee wants to enter a university in Tokyo and this is simply expressed 
by 東京の大学, /Tookyoo no daigaku/ <Noun 2> = University, and the noun modifier 
<Noun 1 + の, /no/ > = 東京の, /Tokyoo no/ describes what type of university and in 
this case, Tokyo and we would assume that it is one that is situated in Tokyo. Note that 
東京の大学, /Tookyoo no daigaku/ and 東京大学, /Tookyoo Daigaku/ mean 
different things. The latter refers to the famous university in Japan, THE Tokyo 
University whereas the former refers to any university that is situated in Tokyo. The 
Japanese sentence structure and meaning is identical to that of Chinese whereby 東京的
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大学, /Dong Jing de daxue/ refers to any university in Tokyo and 東京大学, /Dong 
Jing Da Xue/ refers to Tokyo University. 
As for 4E, we can say a university in Tokyo or we may also use the sentence 
structure of Tokyo + University but it is necessary to have the article a so as to 
differentiate from THE. A Tokyo university indicates any University as long as they 
are in Tokyo. Note that we can also translate it to a university in Tokyo. On the other 
hand, Tokyo University refers to a specific university.  
An important point to note here is that in this Noun1 + の, /no/ + Noun2 noun 
modifier structure, the particle の, /no/ simply joins two nouns together but the meaning 
is determined by the context as can be seen in 1J, 2J, which indicates possessive, while 3J 
and 4J simply describes the modified noun. However, it is necessary to point out that this 
is a simplified explanation of the Noun1 + の, /no/ + Noun2 structure. For a more 
comprehensive summary of the various uses and meanings of the particle の, /no/, refer to 
the footnote based on the article by Okutsu1. 
1.3.2  i-Adjective + Noun 
5J: 私は高い本を買いました。/Watashi wa takai hon wo kaimashita./ 
5C: 我买了本很贵的书   /Wo mai le ben hen gui de shu./ 
5E: I bought an expensive book. 
There is a closer correspondence between the structure of the Japanese and 
English sentences in that they simply join the adjective 高い, /takai/, expensive to the 
modified noun 本, /hon/, book in the Japanese and English sentence respectively.  
However, 的 /de/ is placed between adjective and noun in Chinese.   
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1.3.3 na-Adjective + Noun 
6J: 私はきれいなかばんを買いました。 
        /Watashi wa kirei na kaban wo kaimashita./ 
6C: 我买了一个漂亮的书包。 /Wo mai le yi ge piao liang de shubao./ 
6E: I bought a beautiful bag. 
The na-adjective structure is na-adjective + な , /na/ + noun. The English 
sentence structure is the same as in 1.3.2: the adjective is followed immediately by the 
modified noun. The Chinese sentence structure remains the same as in 1.3.1 and 1.3.2: the 
nouns and adjectives are connected to the modified noun with the marker 的, /de/. 
1.3.4 verb + Noun 
7J: 明日学校へ行く人は手を挙げてください。 
                 /Ashita gakkoo he iku hito wa te wo agete kusasai./ 
7C: 明天要上学的人，请举手。 
       /Mingtian yao shang xue de ren, qing ju shou./ 
7E Those who are going to school tomorrow, please put up your hand. 
This relative clause structure is verb + Noun and it is relatively straightforward for 
Japanese. The verbs in the plain form are simply put before the modified noun.  The 
Chinese relative clause is a structure that requires 的, /de/ as a relative. For English, a 
relative who is required and the relative clause is placed after the noun.  
The noun modifier for Japanese sentences with a (Noun + Noun) modifier requires 
the particle の, /no/ and as discussed, there are several meanings depending on the context. 
This sentence structure is similar to the Chinese sentence structure. All the Chinese 
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sentence structures discussed require 的, /de/ before the modified noun. The Japanese 
noun modifier structures for adjectives and verbs do not  require the particle の, /no/.  The 
position of the relative clause is after the noun for English, whereas that in Japanese and 
Chinese is before the noun. Noun modifying structures in Japanese and Chinese are quite 
similar in terms of the position of the relative clause.  But, for Chinese,  的, /de/ is used 
for the adjectives and verbs as well.  Therefore, it is easy to understand why的, /de/ in 
Chinese affects Japanese noun modifier structure when Chinese speakers learn Japanese 
language. 
 
1.4 Error analysis of extra /no/  
Error Analysis has been employed to explore the error of addition of the particle 
/no/ in relative clause in several studies (Endo, 1978; Suzuki, 1978a, 1978b, Yoshikawa, 
1978, 1982; Aoki, 1980; Ku & Xu, 1980; Sato, 1984; Harada, 1991). Chinese influence as 
a major cause of this error has been explored in some of these studies (Suzuki, 1978a, 
1978b). However, there are studies that challenge the view that the error is due to the 
interference of Chinese, claming that there is a tendency for learners who do not know the 
Chinese language to commit the error as well. (Yoshikawa, 1978, 1982; Aoki, 1980; Sato, 
1984; Shirabatake, 1993; Choo, 2000) 
The participants involved in the above studies can be broadly divided into two 
categories. The participants in these studies are more often than not, either learners of a 
specific single language background or groups of students with diverse language and 
ethnic cultural background. According to Nagatomo (1993), one of the characteristics of 
Error Analysis studies in Japan is that there are many studies whose participants are 
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learners who share a specific MT and most of these works focused on the comparison of 
MT and TL. For studies that involve learners of a specific single language background, 
we have studies on groups of Chinese students by Endo (1978), Ku & Xu (1980) and also 
a study with Korean university student participants by Choo (2000). Examples of 
participants from the latter group are students from different countries who have enrolled 
in Japanese language courses or who are currently studying in universities in Japan. 
Examples of such studies are those by Yoshikawa (1978) and Suzuki (1978). Most of 
these earlier studies focus on the comparison between the Japanese language and the 
learners MT or dominant language. However, there are also recent studies that deal with 
intralingual causes such as overgeneralization and fossilization (Ishida, 1991; Yamada, 
Nakamura, 2000). 
 One of the issues that need to be addressed is the predominant focus of MT and IL 
comparison. Studies that involve participants with a single MT tend to just focus on 
describing the type of errors committed by learners and investigating the probable causes 
which, very often, are interlingual. The error analysis method employed is based on the 
earlier model of MT and IL comparison (Endo, 1978; Ku & Xu, 1980; Choo, 2000).  
On the other hand, studies with participants from diverse ethnic and linguistic 
backgrounds tend to draw conclusions that the causes of the target errors are intralingual. 
However, these studies do not go beyond simple description of the errors. 
 By virtue of the general classification of the two categories of participants 
involved in the earlier studies, there is no way of bridging the interlingual and intralingual 
divide. It is therefore only natural to have two camps where there are studies that claim 
that the error is due to MT interference (Suzuki, 1978a, 1978b; Choo, 2000) and those 
that contest such claims based on the fact that the learners who commit the errors do not 
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share a common MT (Yoshikawa, 1982; Ishida, 1991; Shirabatake, 1993). The author 
views these two arguments as an obstacle to understanding the true nature of the causes of 
the errors because such arguments tend to oversimplify the complex SLA cognitive 
processes. Learners do not learn in a void without any influence from their MT or L1, 
unlike learners of MT, and it is impossible to assume any language acquisition without 
influence of the instruction which might lead learners to commit certain errors. There are 
those who would argue for preventive measures for the latter problem; but experience 
tells us that such perfect instructions are not possible.  
Also, as already stated above, there is a tendency for studies to have adult or 
university student participants (Endo, 1978; Harada, 1991; Choo, 2000). Moreover, the 
number of participants is generally not large in some of these studies. For example, there 
were only two participants in the case study conducted by Shirobatake (1993). There are 
also studies which do not state the participants background (Yoshikawa, 1982) or the 
number of participants involved in the studies (Yoshikawa, Ku & Xu, 1980). Also, the 
participants of the earlier studies tend to be students from the same level of an institution 
and have spent the same length of time learning Japanese. There are few studies that have 
participants who have learned the language for different periods of time (Choo, 2000). As 
a result, besides studies that investigate the target error across levels of participants with 
different lengths of Japanese language learning, there is also a lack of studies that 
critically investigate if there are any particular types of target errors in the noun modifiers 
that learners of different proficiency levels tend to make. These studies are important as 
they reveal the level of difficulty in eradicating particular errors at specific stages of 
acquisition and also if there is any effect as learners advance in their learning.  
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 Another weak point of the earlier studies is that there was no investigation on 
what particular type of learners would tend to make the target errors. This is an important 
point because previous studies took for granted that participants who were involved in the 
study will commit the target errors regardless of their competence level. These studies do 
not attempt to answer the question of what learners would tend to commit more of these 
errors. It is important for researchers to identify these learners and conduct studies in 
order to better understand what causes them to commit the errors. To date, researchers 
have been too quick to diagnose and dispense cure without first identifying who these 
patients are.  
Another shortcoming is that there is a lack of use of statistical analysis in the 
previous studies. Data collected were mainly errors committed by learners. The collection 
of other critical data and statistical analysis are necessary to determine whether learners 
from different levels tend to experience different difficulties in dealing with particular 
errors, what type of errors persist over time or what kind of learners tend to commit more 
target errors.  
This paper explores the above problems found in the earlier studies. Singapore 
bilingual secondary students provide an insight to the problem of extra /no/ particle from 
a different perspective in two aspects. First, unlike previous studies, the students are 
younger and the meta-linguistic development stage is different. This paper contributes to 
this area of study by providing data involving a different type of participant and in turn 
might bring to light certain aspects of the errors that were not explored before.  
Next, a study with bilingual participants is beneficial in highlighting the problem 
of complex influence of two languages. This aspect has not been explored in the previous 
studies which either concentrate on the influence of a single L1 or abandon the issue of 
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influence of two languages totally simply because participants are from different and 
diverse linguistic backgrounds. As the world becomes more globalized and the learning 
of multiple languages becomes more common, it is necessary to broaden the scope of 
research beyond just the interference of one language in Error Analysis but to take into 
consideration the effects of other languages. This paper contributes to the much needed 
information resource for the study of the challenges of teaching second language to 
multilingual learners. 
    Also, the study attempts to identify specific characteristics of learners who tend to 
commit the target error and to employ statistical analysis to support the findings.  Lastly, 
the study explores the intralingual causes of the target errors.  
Throughout this paper, both terms errors and mistakes are used. This paper 
does not intend to argue what an error is and how it is different from a mistake, nor is it 
the aim of this paper. Nonetheless, it is necessary to state the authors understanding and 
position so that there will not be confusion as to the intended meaning of the words. 
Corder argues that an error is something that the learner has not yet learnt and thus is 
unable to correct it even when it is pointed out. Whereas, a mistake is simply, a slip of 
mind, being careless and when the mistake is pointed out, the learner will be able to 
recognize and correct it. It is also the authors understanding that Corders position with 
regard to learning is such that: What the teacher has taught may not be what the learner 
has learnt. This understanding would give the teachers a different perspective with regard 
to learners errors. The teacher might be more tolerant if he/she realizes that a particular 
mistake is an error and the root of the problem lies in the fact that the learner has not 
learnt or there is an obstacle that has prevented the learner from remembering the rules 
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correctly and permanently (Corder, 1981). The teachers task with regard to the latter 
problem would be to identify these obstacles and assist the learners to overcome them. 
The purpose of the first portion of this paper is to find if students from different 
levels have problem identifying the target errors and to identify the characteristics of 
learners who tend to commit such errors. Next, errors of extra particle /no/ in Japanese 
noun modifiers and relative clause found in the compositions of secondary four students 
are used to find if the cause of these errors could be explained through error analysis. 
The results of a survey on secondary two to four students are used to find if 
students have difficulties in identifying particular target errors and to identify the type of 
students who tend to commit such errors. The study then discusses the findings of the 
case study of six secondary four students to find out what they thought were the causes of 
the target errors.  
Next, the error analysis of the target errors found in the secondary four students 
compositions is conducted to find if the errors could be the result of Chinese interference, 
English interference or overgeneralization of the use of particles. Chinese language 
interference is a relatively well-accepted explanation (Suzuki, 1978). This paper attempts 
to find if the results of the study is consistent with the previous findings. The paper also 
tries to find if there is any interference from English language. And lastly, the paper 









2 Participants profile  
There were 68 secondary two students (22 male, 46 female, 14 years old), 62 
secondary three students (28 male, 34 female, 15 years old) and 81 secondary four 
students (38 male, 43 female, 16 years old) who took part in the study. 
The participants are secondary students who have been selected to learn a third 
language besides English and Chinese. In Singapore, English is the language for 
educational instructions in schools starting from primary school level for all subjects 
except Chinese, Malay, and Tamil language classes. Normally, English is taken at a 
higher level and is called the students first language while the mother tongue is called 
the second language 2. The terms first and second language need to be 
differentiated from the applied linguistics definition of the L1 which refers to the 
language that a baby learns first while the other languages that the baby acquires 
thereafter are refereed to as the L2. With regard to the language education system in 
Singapore, the terms simply refer to the level of difficulty and proficiency required for the 
English and Chinese language as curriculum subjects. In fact, for students whose families 
use Chinese instead of English in their domestic environment, the learners L1 is actually 
Chinese while English would be their L23. However, there is also a group of students who 
are given the option to study Chinese as their other first language, which simply means 
that they take the Chinese language courses at a higher proficiency level.   
The Ministry of Education Language Centre, MOELC, teaches French, German 
and Japanese to the secondary school students who are in the top 10% of their primary 
school cohort based on their Primary School Leaving Examination at the end of their six 
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years of formal primary school education4. They come from various secondary schools 
and are required to attend 2 lessons per week each lasting 2 hours. The students would 
have finished approximately 120 hours of Japanese lessons for each academic year. In 
other words, the students would have completed approximately 240, 360 and 480 hours of 
Japanese lessons at the end of secondary two, three and four respectively. The textbook 
used for the secondary one, two and three levels is 新文化初級日本語Ⅰ・Ⅱ/Shin 
bunka shokyuu Nihongo/Ⅰand Ⅱ. For secondary four, the textbook used is 新文化中級
/Shin bunka chuukyuu/. Both textbooks are written by Bunka Institute of Language and 
published by Bonjinsha. The aim of the language programme at the MOELC is to prepare 
the students for the Singapore-Cambridge General Certificate of Examination Ordinary, 
GCE O level examination Japanese paper at the end of secondary four. The GCE O level 
provides a valid evaluation of the learners language proficiency level based on a widely 












Materials and Procedures 
 
3.1 Survey 1 
 
For the first part of the study, the participants were 68 secondary two students (22 
male, 46 female, 14 years old), 62 secondary three students (28 male, 34 female, 15 years 
old) and 81 secondary four students (38 male, 43 female, 16 years old). A survey was 
conducted to find if students from the respective levels have problems in identifying and 
correcting the target errors and also sentences with additional particles. The surveys for 
each level consist of Japanese sentences with the target errors. (The surveys are attached 
as Appendix A.) The students were asked to indicate if the sentences were correct or 
wrong. They were also required to correct the sentences that they thought were wrong. 
The results of the surveys for the three levels were used to determine if students tend to 
identify the target errors better as they learn more. The results were also used to identify 
the trends with regard to the type of target errors that students from respective levels tend 
to have difficulty in identifying. The results for secondary four students were analyzed to 
find if the error can be an indication of the students proficiency level in terms of 
examination results. 
 
3.2 Survey 2 
Fifty-six secondary four students (24 males, 32 females, 16 years old) participated 
in another survey to find the participants perceptions of their own dominant language 
and language influence. (Survey 2 is attached as Appendix B) The results were used to 
discuss if the claims of interference from Chinese or English are valid based on the 
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assumption that a dominant language would have a more pronounced influenced on the 
acquisition of another language.  
3.3 Translation and case studies 
Sixty secondary four students were asked to translate 14 English sentences into 
Japanese. (The translation survey is attached as Appendix C)  Six students (4 male, 2 
female, 15 years old) who could not identify the errors in the earlier survey 1 and also 
committed more target errors in their translation were identified and interviewed one 
month after the translation survey. The students were asked to go through specific 
questions in the both surveys to find out if the students answers were consistent with 
those in the original surveys. These students were then interviewed to find out what 
inhibited them from learning and applying the correct grammar rules and what they 














Results from the surveys 
 
4.1 Survey 1  
The responses of the students are classified into four different types. Type 1 
responses are those that indicate that students could identify and correct the target errors. 
Type 2 responses are those that indicate that the students were unable to identify the 
target errors at all and considered the sentences to be correct. For students who could 
identify the errors but were unable to correct them, their responses are classified as Type 
3 responses. Type 4 responses are those that could not be evaluated. For example, a 
student who did not indicate whether the sentence in the survey is correct or incorrect 
would be classified as a Type 4 response. 
Tables 1, 2 and 3 show the number and percentage of students who could (Type 1) 
and could not identify and correct the errors (Type 2, Type 3 and Type 4) in the 


























Type 1 response: students were able to identify and correct the target errors  
Type 2 response: students were unable to identify the target errors at all and considered 
the sentences to be correct  
Type 3 response: students who could identify the errors but were unable to correct them 

















No. and % of students whose answer is  Target 
Errors Q *Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 






(0.0%) I- adjective 













(23.5%) Na- adjective 
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Number and percentage of the 4 response Type for secondary 3 students  
Question 
No 
No. of students whose answer is * Target 
Errors Q Type 1 Type 2  Type 3 Type 4 






























(6.5%) Na- adjective 
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Type 1 response: students were able to identify and correct the target errors  
Type 2 response: students were unable to identify the target errors at all and considered 
the sentences to be correct  
Type 3 response: students who could identify the errors but were unable to correct them 










Number and percentage of the 4 response Type for secondary 4 students  
Question 
No 
No. of students whose answer is * Target 
Errors Q Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 
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Noun 













(6.2%) Na- adjective 
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Type 1 response: students were able to identify and correct the target errors  
Type 2 response: students were unable to identify the target errors at all and considered 
the sentences to be correct  
Type 3 response: students who could identify the errors but were unable to correct them 
Type 4 response: responses that could not be evaluated 
 
Table 4 shows the overall results of the surveys for the i-Adjective, na-Adjective, 
Verb and Counters categories for the respective levels.  
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Table 4 
Average number and percentage of students who could and could not identify and 
correct the errors in the respective categories 
 
Average No. of students 




















Counter 21.5 (31.6%) 
46.5 
(64.8%) 
















Counter 22 (35.5%) 
40 
(64.5%) 





















Correlation analysis was conducted for 69 secondary four students to find out if 
there is a relationship between the total number of Type 1 response and the students 
proficiency level measured by the scores obtained for their end of year examination. The 
result for the analysis was r=0.516, n=69, p<.01, two tail. This shows that there is a 
significant correlation between the total number of target errors that the students could 
correct and the proficiency level of the students.  The result of the correlation test 
between the total number of Type 2 response and the examination scores was r=-0.510, 
n=69, p<.01, two tail. This shows that there is a significant negative correlation between 
the total number of Type 2 response and the proficiency level of the students.  The 
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correlation between the total number of Type 3 response and the examination scores was 
r=-0.196, n=69, p>.05, two tail. This shows that no significant statistical relationship was 
found between the total number of Type 3 response and the proficiency level of the 
students. 
 
4.2 Survey 2  
The following is the profile of 56 secondary four students. Table 5 shows the 
number and percentage of students who perceive English, Chinese or both to be their 
dominant spoken and written language. 
Table 5 




No. of students who feel 
that their dominant 
Spoken language is 
No. of students who 
feel that their dominant 



























The number of students who feel that their dominant spoken language is English 
and those who claim that they are confident in both languages are the same. But almost 
half of the students feel more confident writing in English. This suggests that more 
students feel that they can speak both languages just as well but there are more students 
who feel that they are more confident in writing in English compared to Chinese.  
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Table 6 shows the number and percentage of students who feel that they are 
influenced by other languages when they write Japanese compositions. 
Table 6 
Number of students who are influenced by other languages 
Students who feel that when they write 
Japanese compositions, they  are  
No. of students 
 
















The result shows that 47 out of 56 (83.9%) feel that they are influenced by other 
languages when they write their Japanese compositions. Nine students (16.1%) feel that 
they are able to write their Japanese compositions independent of any influence from 
other languages. This indicates that a majority of students feel that they are influenced by 
another language in their Japanese writing in some way. 
Table 7 shows the number and percentage of students who feel that they are 









Languages that influence the students in their Japanese composition writing  
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they are influenced by 
 








































The above tables give an overview of how the students perceive whether their 












Discussion for the surveys 
 
5 Discussion for the surveys 
From Tables 1, 2 and 3, the results show that students across the levels tend to 
have more difficulty in identify and correcting the target error /tanoshii no ichinichi/ as 
compared to /takai no kaban/ for the i-adjective category. It is interesting that there is a 
higher percentage of secondary four students who could correct the error compared to the 
other two levels. This might be an indication that when students learn more, more of them 
may tend to identify and correct this particular error. 
There does not appear to be a common trend across the respective levels for the 
na-adjective category. This indicates that students at different levels experience different 
levels of difficulty in identifying and correcting the target errors. However, the results 
could also probably be due to the relatively high percentage of Type 4 responses in Table 
1 and there were also about 10% of such responses in Table 2 and 3. This might be an 
indication that students are not very sure of the na-adjectives as compared to the i-
adjectives and they chose not to respond or that they lack the ability to critically analyze 
the sentences. 
From Table 1, more than 40% of secondary two students could not identify the 
error for noun modifiers for questions 11, 12 and 13. This shows that the secondary two 
students find the verb category particularly difficult to identify as the percentage is at 
least twice the percentage for the adjective categories. Also, the percentage of students 
who could not identify the error is higher compared to the results for the secondary three 
and four level.  
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Across all three levels, the students show great difficulty in identifying the errors 
in sentences with counters and words like /maishuu/, which means every week, that do 
not require a particle as can be seen in the relatively high percentage of students who 
could not identify the errors at all. Especially for question 7, /maishuu no suiyoobi to 
mokuyoobi/, this is perhaps due to the fact that this expression is different from /konshuu 
no doyoobi/, which means this Saturday, and /raishuu no doyoobi/, next Saturday, which 
require the particle /no/.  
From Table 4, across the levels, there appears to be no common trend with regard 
to the percentage of students who could not identify the respective target errors. But, the 
results indicate that there are at least 10% of the students for each level who have problem 
in identifying and correcting the target errors. This shows that the target errors do not 
disappear as the learners advance in their studies and that this is an area to look into in 
order to help learners overcome the problem of committing the target errors. The number 
of students with difficulty in identifying specific category of errors tends to differ 
according to the level.  
For secondary two and four, it seems that the order of difficulty in identifying the 
errors is i-adjectives, then na-adjectives and finally verbs category. But for secondary 
three level, it appears that the order of difficulty in identifying and correcting is verbs, 
then na-adjectives and finally i-adjectives. Note that the order is the reverse of the 
secondary two and four. 
The results for secondary three indicate the total percentage of students who could 
not identify and correct the target errors is similar for all three categories, which is about 
30%. This means that there is no specific category of error that tends to be particularly 
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difficult for the level. But for the secondary two and four, there are more students who 
had difficulties in identifying the verb category.  
These differences in the findings between the secondary three and the other two 
levels may be due to the fact that at secondary three, the students are required to learn 
more complex sentence structures as compared to secondary two and they are encouraged 
to explore more complex sentence structures as well. The difficult grammar covered at 
secondary three includes the honorific, humble form, passive, causative, passive causative. 
For secondary four, instead of learning more grammar, the lessons are largely revision 
based as the students prepare for their GCE O level examination.   
The percentage of students who could not identify and correct the errors in 
sentences that contain counters is above 60%, which is much higher than the target errors. 
This trend is evident across all three levels. The errors found in the sentences that contain 
counters are additional particles such as /ga/ and /wo/. The results suggest that the error of 
additional particles may not be restricted to the noun modifiers and there might be a close 
relation between these errors which will be discussed in greater detail in the later section 
on the target errors as a result of intralingual interference.  
The result of the correlation analysis of error and examination shows that 
secondary four students who could correct more target errors tend to score better in the 
examinations. A significant negative correlation was found between the number of target 
errors that could not be identified by the students and the proficiency level of the students 
in terms of their overall examination scores. This shows that those who could not identify 
the target errors tend to be weaker students who do not perform as well in examinations, 
while better students make fewer errors in identifying and correcting the extra /no/ error.   
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Tables 5, 6 and 7 give an overview of how the students perceive whether they are, 
in one way or another, influenced by English and Chinese when they write Japanese 
compositions. While more than half of the students, 56%, feel that their writing is 
influenced mainly by English rather than Chinese, those who answered that their writing 
is mainly influenced by Chinese are a mere 16% in comparison. Also, while 20% of the 
students admitted that they are influenced only by English in their Japanese composition, 
it is surprising that none of the students feels that they are influenced by Chinese only in 
the writing of Japanese composition. This is interesting because, first, under the 
impression of the usage of Kanji in the Japanese language, one would actually assume 
that Chinese might have a greater influence when it comes to writing Japanese.  
Secondly, referring to Table 5, while 23.2% of the students perceive Chinese to be 
their dominant writing language, none feels that Chinese is the only influence on their 
writing. Even if these students feel that their Japanese compositions are mainly influenced 
by Chinese, the fact still remains that the percentage (16.0%) in Table 7 is lower 
compared to the (23.2%) in Table 5. The results from Tables 5, 6 and 7 show that there is 
a majority of students who feel that English rather than Chinese has an influence on their 












  Six students (4 male, 2 female, 15 years old) were selected and interviewed 
because they could not identify the errors in the earlier survey and also tended to commit 
the target errors in their translation. The purpose of the interviews was to find if there are 
any common characteristics among them and also to find their perspectives toward the 
target error. 
Table 8 shows the profile of the six interviewees. 
Table 8  
Profile of the six interviewees 
                         
 Students          A             B             C             D             E             F 
 
Sex     M    M             M            M            F             F 
 
Dominant spoken language  E&C    E&C         E             E&C    E       E 
 
Dominant written language  E&C    E         E            E    E       E 
 
Influenced by another language 
when writing Japanese composition       Y    Y         Y            Y     Y            Y 
      
Influenced by    C+E    E&C        C+E         E+C    E       E 
 
Overall examination scores  44.8    56.8       57.0          65.0    44.7      47.7 
 
 
Notes: M= Male, F= Female, E= only English, C= only Chinese, E&C= both English and 






6.2 Case study 1: Student A, (Male, 16) 
 
In student As survey, he could not identify the target errors for survey question, 
Q6 (na-adj + noun modifier) 8, 12 and 17 (verb + noun).  
During the interview, the student was shown a new survey form and asked to read 
out what he thought should be the correct sentences for Q11, 12, 13 and 15. His answers 
were: 
11. バスを待っているの人に聞きました。 
/Basu wo matte iru no hito ni kikimashita./ 
12. 私はいつもわからない字があったら、すぐ調べます。 
/Watashi wa itsumo wakaranai ji ga attara, sugu shirabemasu./ 
13. 昨日見たの映画はおもしろかったです。 
/Kinou mita no eiga wa omoshirokatta desu./ 
15. 英語を勉強するのためにツアーガイドのアルバイトをします。 
/Eigo wo benkyoo suru no tame ni tuaagaido no arubaito wo shimasu./ 
It is interesting to note that while he indicated that he thought that Q12 was 
correct and that Q11, 13 and 15 were wrong in the original survey, during the interview, 
his answers for Q11, 12, 13 and 15 were the exact opposite of those in the original survey.  
The students explanation for the discrepancy in the answers for the survey and 
interview was that he was not very sure if there should be a particle の, /no/ in the 
sentences. Also, he expressed that he was confident of Q12 because わからない , 
/wakaranai/ was a frequently used expression in class. The student was able to detect the 
target error for Q12 but not for Q11, 13 and 15. The student felt that these sentences 
sounded natural when he read them aloud.  
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When the student was asked what he thought could be the cause of the errors, he 
replied that he tends to think like Chinese and that is how the Chinese sentences are 
written. The student said that he equates the Japanese particle の, /no/ with the Chinese 
的, /de/ and uses の, /no/ to replace the 的, /de/ found in Chinese sentences. He cited the 
following Chinese noun modifiers for Q11 and 13 to clarify his point: 
在那边等的人 
/Zai nabian deng de ren/ 
バスを待っているの人に聞きました。 
/Basu wo matte iru no hito ni kikimashita./ 
我昨天看的电影 
 /Wo zuotien kan de dianyin./ 
昨日見たの映画はおもしろかったです。 
/Kinou mita no eiga wa omoshirokatta desu./ 
The student added that during secondary two and three, he remembered の, /no/ as 
的, /de/ and associated の, /no/ as something to join verbs with nouns. The student also 
expressed his tendency to add the particle の, /no/ to join adjectives to nouns as in Q1 and 
Q3 because of Chinese influence. The student also said that the error is not due to English. 
According to the student, the cause of the target errors is due to Chinese 
interference and not English.  The student was also able to analyze and show the 
similarity between the Chinese and Japanese noun modifier structure using examples. 
Another point to note is that the student said that the sentences with target errors sounded 
natural to him when he read them aloud. 
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6.3 Case study 2: Student B, (Male, 16)  
 
In student Bs survey, he could not detect the target errors in Q3, (i-adj + noun 
modifier) 4, 6 (na-adj + noun modifier), 11, 12, 13, 15, and 17 (Verb + noun modifier). 
The students answers for translation question, T3, 7 (i-adj + noun modifier), 10, 11, and 
13(Verb + noun modifier) contained the target errors.   
During the interview, he was able to identify and correct the errors for Q11, 12, 13 
but not Q15. Also, the student was able to correctly translate T10 and 11 during the 
interview while previously, his translations were  
私は中三の時、日本へ行くの機会があります。 
/Watashi wa chuusan no toki, Nihon he iku no kikai ga arimasu./ 
あの本を読んでいるの女の子は妹です。 
/Ano hon wo yonde iru no onna no ko wa imooto desu./ 
With regard to the difference in the answers in the translation survey and during 
the interview, the student replied that the class teacher had gone through the survey and 
he has become more aware of the error. 
With regard to Q11, 12, 13 and 15, the student said that he is used to the sentence 
structure and claims that he feels it is natural for の, /no/  to come before the noun, as 
in 先生の本, /sensei no hon/.  
The student added that the particle の, /no/ is used to make a verb into a noun and 
so it is common to have it after the verb. Example cited was 勉強するのがすきです。
/benkyoo suru no ga suki desu./ According to the student, this sentence structure has 
confused him, making him careless and prompted him to add の, /no/ before nouns.   
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The student claimed that he only faces problems with verbs but not with i-
adjectives and na-adjectives. Also the student said that there might be a bit of Chinese 
influence but not English influence for the errors. With regard to the Chinese influence, 
the student said that in Chinese, you usually add something between the verb and the 
noun. The student said that he probably confused the Chinese 的, /de/ with the particle 
の, /no/. Example cited was Q11: 
在等巴士的人，/Zai deng bashi de ren/ 
バスを待っているの人, /Basu wo matte iru no hito/ 
Two interesting points were noted. One was that for general writing in Japanese, 
the student claimed that he does more translation from English to Japanese instead of 
Chinese to Japanese but with regard to this particular error, he felt that it is more of a 
Chinese influence.    
The other point was that the student felt that it sounded more natural to have 
something between the verb and a noun and that he should add something. The student 
also said that he would add the particle の, /no/ between a verb and a noun but not other 
particles.    
An interesting observation was made when the student was explaining why he felt 
that the error was due to Chinese influence. The following is an excerpt of the interview.  
The student used Q11 of the survey as an example. 
Student: In Chinese, it would sound like /wo qu wen na ge zai deng ba shi 
de ren/. And if I were to correct it to Japanese (right), the person waiting for 
the bus, supposed to sound like this; I asked the person waiting for the 
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bus, the person who is waiting for the bus, the who is have to have a 
/no/, in my, how to say, in my.that is an example of Chinese influence. 
The student was trying to explain why the error is due to Chinese influence, but 
interestingly, he was actually explaining why the error is due to the influence of relative 
clause structure in English. The student was able to point out that the error was due to 
Chinese influence and was able to cite an example to illustrate. The student also indicated 
that the target errors are most likely not a result of English influence. The student also 
noted that he felt that it was natural to add the particle の, /no/ before nouns. This 
suggests that the extra /no/ error has become part of his interlanguage, IL. Another 
important point was that the student started out explaining why the error is due to Chinese 
influence but ended up explaining how the error was due to English influence. Also, the 
student was able to correct the errors during the interview whereas he committed the 
errors in the initial translation exercise. The reason why the student could correct the 
errors during the interview was due to the fact that his teacher had pointed out the errors 
after the translation exercise.  
 
6.4 Case study 3: Student C, (Male, 16)  
 
For the survey, the student was unable to identify and correct the target errors in 
Q8, 11, 12, 13, 15 and 17 (verb + noun modifier). Although the student did not show any 
tendency to commit the target errors for i-adj and na-adj + noun modifiers, the target 
errors were found in his translation for T10, 11, 13 and 14 (verb + noun modifiers). This 
shows that the student had problem identifying the target errors for verb + noun modifiers 
but not for the adjectives.  
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But during the interview, the student was able to correct all the target errors for 
sentences that he could not identify in the original survey. The student claimed that the 
errors were due to reading too fast when he was doing the survey.  
However, he was unable to explain why he committed the errors for the 
translation. Also, when he was asked to do a verbal translation for T10 during the 
interview, he said, 私は三年生の時、日本へ行くの機会が, /Watashi wa chuusan no 
toki, Nihon e iku no kikai ga/ but quickly corrected to 日本へ行く機会がありました 
/Nihon he iku kikai ga arimashita/. The same occurrence was observed when the student 
was asked to translate T11. His first response was その読んでいるの, /Sono yonde iru 
no/ but quickly corrected to“その読んでいる女の子は妹です。, /Sono yonde iru 
onna no ko wa imooto desu/.  
The student said that this particular error is related to the expression のことで
す, /no koto desu/.  The expression was something he heard during secondary two or 
three and since then  he tended to use のこと, /no koto/.  He was very sure that it was 
during secondary two when he always put the particleの, /no/ between a verb and a noun. 
He said that he kept using this structure and it became a habit. However, he was unable to 
cite any example. 
The student also said that while he tended to hesitate with verb + noun, he had no 
problem with i-adjectives + noun and na-adjectives + noun. The student said that the 




その読んでいるの女の子,   
/Sono yonde iru no onna no ko/ 
在那边读书的女孩子， 
/zai na bian dushu de nuhaizi/ 
 
昨日見たの映画, 
/Kinoo mita no eiga/ 
昨天看过的电影,  
/zuotian kanguo de dianyin/ 
The student also said that he tended to equate の, /no/ with the Chinese 的, /de/ 
due to his Chinese language background. 
But for i-adjectives, referring to survey Q1, the student said that though there is a 
的, /de/ in the Chinese sentence as in 很贵的书包, /hen gui de shubao/, he naturally 
says 高いかばん, /takai kaban/ rather than 高いのかばん, /takai no kaban/. The 
explanation given by the student was that for adjectives in Japanese, there are i-adjectives 
and na-adjectives and the learners attention is focused on deciding whether an adjective 
is an i-adjective or a na-adjective. This conscious effort in deciding the type of adjective 
prevents the learners from committing the target error for adjectives. 
The student was able to indicate the probable cause of the target errors as Chinese 
influence. He was also able to explain why he could identify and avoid the target errors 
with regard to the adjectives but not the verbs. There are two important points to note in 
summary of the interview. One is that the student was aware of the errors he committed 
during the verbal translation to the Japanese sentence and was able to do self-correction. 
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The other point is that the learner still committed the errors even though he was aware of 
them and knew that he had to pay more attention. This suggests that besides increasing 
awareness, the student also needs to overcome the fossilization of the errors over time.   
 
6.5 Case study 4: Student D, (Male, 16)  
 
For student D, the answers for survey Q3 (i-adjectives + noun modifier), 8, 11, 12, 
15 and 19 (Verb + noun modifier) were incorrect. The translation did not have many 
target errors except for T4 (i-adj + noun modifier) and 10(verb + noun modifier) 
During the interview, the student could correct the error in Q11. But he was 
unable to identify the errors for Q12, 13 and 15.  
The student said that the errors are perhaps because of Chinese and English 
influence. The student said that to describe something, he will tend to add something like 
the Chinese or English equivalent of the の, /no/ before the noun. 
Example given by student was Q11: 
バスを待っているの人に聞きました。 
/Basu wo matte iru no hito ni kikimashita./ 
我去问那个在等巴士的人。 
/Wo qu wen na ge zai deng bashi de ren./ 
I went to ask the person who is waiting for the bus. 
 
  The student pointed out that the Chinese 的, /de/ would be equivalent to the 
Japanese の, /no/. According to the student, for the English translation, the who is is 
used to describe what the person is doing and it would be equivalent to the Japaneseの, 
/no/ in the students interpretation. 
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But when asked about the students answer to Q12, the student felt that the 
sentence sounded correct and it seemed natural to have the の, /no/ even though he knew 
that it was not correct.  
For the translated sentences, the student said that the errors in the sentences 
sounded natural and that he was not translating the sentences through a different language. 
With regard to the question why would the errors sound natural to him, the student replied 
that, perhaps when I was at the lower level, I did translation and these translations sort of 
like, reinforced by many other more numerous translations so that in the end, it becomes 
very natural to me to put a /no/ at the back. I didnt do much translation here, its just 
natural.  
For student D, he was able to point out the cause as interference from Chinese and 
English and cite examples with regard to these target errors. The student also stressed that 
he was not translating the sentences and that his Japanese translation sounded natural. 
This suggests that the target errors might have become part of his IL due to the erroneous 
numerous translations he did at the lower level. This suggests that the students IL and 
fossilization are important factors to consider if we wish to fully explore the cause of the 
target errors for the secondary four students who have studied the language for four years.   
 
6.6 Case study 5: Student E, (Female, 16)  
 
The student was unable to identify the target errors for Q1, 3, (i-adjectives + noun 
modifier) 4, 6, (na-adj + noun modifier) 8, 11, 12, 13, 15, 17 (verb + noun modifier) in 
the survey and her translated sentences for T1, T4, (i-adjectives + noun modifier), T2, T6, 
(na-adj + noun modifier) T8 and T13 (verb + noun modifier) all contained the target 
errors. 
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During the interview, she was again unable to identify the errors. The student said 
that the target errors were correct and did not see anything wrong with the sentences. She 
was then shown her translated sentences and she said that the sentences were correct. It 
was apparent that the student was not only unable to identify the errors but was sure that 
they were correct. 
A very interesting error was found in her translation for T2 which contained the 
na-adjective + noun modifier. She translated a quiet girl as 静かなの子, /shizuka na 
no ko/. This shows that the student was aware of the fact that /shizuka/ is a na-adjective 
and it is necessary to have the /na/ before the noun. However, she still felt that she had to 
place another の, /no/ between the na-adjective and the noun.  
The student was reminded that during secondary one, they were taught that for i-
adjectives, the adjective is immediately followed by the noun. And for na-adjectives, 
there is a /na/ before the noun. When asked what made her commit the errors, the student 
said that the sentences sounded natural and correct to her. The student replied that the 
target errors could be due to influence from Chinese or English but maintained that the 
actual reason was because she thought that the sentences were correct. Also, she said 
that she had been making such sentences since secondary one and no one had pointed out 
the error to her. 
The student also explained that it sounded unnatural to just join an adjective or a 
verb to a noun as there should be a particle between them. The student further elaborated 
that during secondary one, she was taught to make sentences using particles to connect 
the sentences. So it was natural to have sentences like 静かなの子, /shizuka na no 
ko/ because /na/ is not a particle.  
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When asked why did she choose の, /no/ instead of the other particles for her 
translated sentences, she replied that she did not know why except that it sounded correct 
and also said that she always used の, /no/, especially when there is a noun. 
The student was obviously not aware of the errors until they were pointed out to 
her. The student was not certain that the errors were due to influence from other 
languages. The reason given by her was that the sentences sounded natural and she had 
been making such sentences since secondary one. Another important point to note was 
that the error sentences sounded natural to her because she learnt to form Japanese 
sentences using particles to connect the words at the lower secondary level.    
There are two main factors with regard to the cause of the target errors for student 
E. First, it is her assumption that Japanese sentences are formed using particles to connect 
words and this has become her IL and therefore inhibited her from self- correction. 
Secondly, through repeated use of the sentence structure, the structure fossilized and 
therefore sounded natural and correct to her. 
 
6.7 Case study 6: Student F, (Female, 16)  
The student F was not able to identify the target errors for Q1, 3 (i-adjective + 
noun modifier) 4, 6, (na-adjective + noun modifier) 8, 12, 13, 15, and 17 (verb + noun 
modifier) in the survey. For the translation, the target errors were found in the students 
T1, 4, 12 (i-adjective + noun modifier), 6 (na-adjective + noun modifier), 11 and 13 (verb 
+ noun modifier).  
The student was not able to tell what prompted her to commit the errors except 
that the sentences sounded natural to her. Like student E, she was unable to identify Q1 
while the other students were able to so. Even after reminding the student of the correct 
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sentences, the student appeared confused and maintained that the target errors still 
sounded natural to her. The student also claimed that the errors could be due to 
interference from Chinese and English. Example cited was T11. 
あの読んでいるの女の子は私の姉です。 
/Ano yonde iru no onna no ko wa watashi no ane desu./ 
The girl who is reading a book over there is my sister.  
The student reported that の, /no/ corresponds to the English relatives that and who. 
However, with regard to Q1, Q3 and T3 (i-adjective + noun modifier), the student 
said that the sentences sounded unnatural without a particle and that particles are 
required to make a sentence in Japanese. With regard to the reason why the particle の, 
/no/ was chosen instead of other particles, the student replied that the particle sounded 
natural like 私の本, /watashi no hon/ and Englishの本, English /no hon/. 
The student was able to point out and cite an example to explain why she thought 
that the errors could be due to English influence. However, it is interesting to point out 
that the student said that she did not translate from English when she was doing the 
translation and that the target errors sentences sounded natural to her. This indicates that 
the student is relying on her IL to form sentences rather than a direct translation from 
English. The real cause could be fossilization of the overgeneralization of the rule that all 





Discussion for the case studies 
 
7 Discussion for the case studies 
From Table 8, it is evident that for these students, English tends to be the 
dominant language and has relatively more influence in their Japanese writing compared 
to Chinese. Of the six students, three students did not pass the preliminary examinations. 
The average score for the secondary four cohort of 119 students was 62.3. Five out of the 
six students results are below average. This suggests that these students who are poor at 
analyzing sentences with the target errors tend to be weaker students in terms of academic 
performance. This supports the finding based on the correlation analysis that weaker 
students tend to commit more errors in identifying the target errors.  
The findings of the six case studies are summarized in Table 9. 
Table 9 
Summary of the probable causes of errors based on the students response 







A M Y N NA Y 
B M Y N Y Y 
C M Y NA NA Y 
D M Y Y NA Y 
E F Y Y Y Y 
F F Y Y Y Y 
 
Notes: M= Male, F= Female, Y=Yes, N=No, NA=Not applicable 
There are two important findings from the case studies. First, all six students 
indicated that Chinese interference could be a probable cause for the target errors. Two 
out of six students, E and F, could not give examples to explain why they thought so 
while the other four students were able to do so. 
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The other point is that all students mentioned in their interviews that the target 
errors sounded natural to them. Three students, D, E and F, mentioned that in their 
translation exercise, they did not translate the sentences through another language but 
gave what they thought were the correct Japanese sentences. They have developed their 
own grammar that allows a very basic and simple erroneous sentence, such as /takai no 
kaban/, and have incorporated it into their IL, even though teachers have never taught 
such erroneous sentences with extra /no/.   
Also, four out of six students in the case studies could identify that the habit of 
making these errors has been consistent from the secondary two and three level. This 
suggests that fossilization of the target errors has taken place and could be an important 
factor that prompted the students to commit the target errors at this stage of acquisition.  
Another interesting observation was made during the interview with Student B. 
The student was supposed to explain why the target error was due to Chinese interference 
but ended up explaining how the error was an English relative clause influence. This 
shows that bilingual learners may not be clear as to what the real cause of the error is. 
However, this observation does not prove that learners claims are unreliable but shows 
that it is important for the researcher who conducts Error Analysis to carefully analyse the 
learners claims to probable causes of their errors and further explore the validity of such 
claims as learners are often not conscious of the reasons for their own errors or may not 
be clear or accurate in explaining them. 
Which language, whether English or Chinese is responsible for the target error 
does not seem to be an adequate question. From the interviews, the response that the error 
is due to Chinese influence is overwhelming and does tend to support the conclusion of 
earlier studies that the error is a L1 interference. However, the findings from Tables 5 and 
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7 show that majority of secondary four students perceived English language to be their 
dominant language and that it has more influence on their Japanese writing compared to 
Chinese.  
Overgeneralization can also be a cause of the target errors. Three out of six 
students, B, E and F mentioned that they felt that there should be a particle to join the 
words in a Japanese sentence. According to them, this was why they thought that the 
target errors sounded natural.  
Interestingly, students became more aware of the errors when they were asked to 
review a list of erroneous sentences in the form of a survey.  This suggests that 
identifying and correcting erroneous sentences might improve the students awareness 
toward the target errors.  It is worth to examine in future studies whether this kind of 
activities are effective in reducing or preventing the target errors.  
 Lastly, student B claimed that he was able to identify the error in the sentence 
with /wakaranai/ because the expression was used frequently in class. This could mean 
that one of the ways that teachers might help students overcome the problem of extra /no/ 
is to consciously provide frequent input of the desirable sentence patterns in the course of 









Error Analysis  
 
8.1 Overview 
This chapter has two sections. The first section describes the process of collecting 
the target errors found in 130 secondary four students compositions. This is followed by 
the error analysis of the target errors collected from these compositions.   
 
8.2 Data collection 
The target errors found in 130 secondary four students compositions were 
collected and used for the error analysis.  Sentences that contain the target error were 
collected over a period of one year from 56 students compositions and from the 
compositions of 130 students who took their Preliminary GCE O level examinations by 
the Ministry of Education Language Centre. The sentences collected are attached as 
Appendix D. 
The secondary four students are required to write two types of compositions for 
their GCE O Level Japanese Examination. One is a free composition, whereby the 
students can choose one out of five given titles. The length of the composition is between 
350 to 400 Japanese characters. The other is a picture composition where the students are 
required to write about a story made up of a set of four comic strips within 300 words. 
The samples of titles of compositions and the picture composition comic strips are 
attached as Appendix E.  
There are two sets of compositions written under different circumstances during 
their course work. The first set is compositions given as homework to the 56 students 
over a period of ten months (January to October).  
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The other is compositions written by the entire cohort of 130 secondary four 
students for their Preliminary examination.  
While the first set of compositions were written at the students own leisure and 
the students could use the dictionary, consult friends and teachers, the second set was 
written with time constraint; the students were required to write one picture composition 
and one free composition together with a set of grammar questions within 2 hours and 15 
minutes. The students were advised to use about an hour for the free composition and 45 
minutes for the picture composition. For the examinations, the students were not allowed 
to use the dictionary nor seek advice from other people.  
 
8.3 Error Analysis  
 
This section examines the target errors collected and compares the sentence 
structures with the respective Chinese and English translation. The Japanese sentences 
with the target errors in this section were taken from the secondary four students' 
compositions: 





        /Totemo tanoshii no ichinichi deshita./ 
8C. 那是非常愉快的一天。 
         /Na shi ge fei chang yu kuai de yi tian./ 
8E. It was an enjoyable day.  
  8J1.  楽しいの一日 
        / tanoshii no ichinichi/ 
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8C1. 愉快的一天  
        / yu kuai de yi tian./ 
 
/tanoshii / = enjoyable + /no/ + /ichinichi/ = a day 
 
/yu kuai/ = enjoyable + de + /yi tian/ = a day 
 
8E1. an enjoyable day 
 
For the Chinese translation, the adjective is followed by the marker的, /de/ and 
then the noun. For 8J1, the adjective is followed by the target error の, /no/. The position 
of the Japanese の, /no/ corresponds with the Chinese 的, /de/. For the English translation, 
by simply comparing the sentence structure, the adjective enjoyable is followed by the 
noun day and there is nothing between them to prompt the use of the target error.  
Based on the comparison, not English but Chinese might be a source of error for the extra 
/no/. 
Furthermore, the argument of negative transfer from the English to Japanese does 
not explain why の, /no/ was chosen as the default equivalent marker in the Japanese 
sentences unlike Chinese, where the learners can easily equate the particle の, /no/ with 
的, /de/, the English structure of expensive bag does not provide any clue as to why 
students would be tempted to put the particle の, /no/ before a noun for the Japanese 
adjective + Noun structure. However, the English negative present, past and past negative 
adjectives are more complicated and some require the relative structure. 
Compare the following examples,  
9J. リーさんはおもしろくない人です。 
        /Rii san wa omoshitokunai hito desu./ 
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9E. Mr. Lee is not an interesting person. 
10J. おもしろくない本を読まされました。 
       /omoshirokunai hon wo yomasaremashita./ 
10E. We were made to read books that were not interesting. 
11J. やっと前からほしかった車を買うことができました。 
       /Yatto mae kara hoshikatta kuruma wok au koto ga dekimashita./ 
11E. I could finally buy the car that I wanted long ago. 
It is reasonable to suggest that based on the examples 9J, 10J, and 11J that 
learners could have been influenced by the relative clause and equate the English 
relative as the Japanese particle /no/. 
 
8.3.2 na-Adjectives  
 
12J. 佐藤さんが好きの音楽はクラシック音楽です。 
      /Satoo san ga suki no ongaku wa kurashikku on gaku desu./ 
12C. 佐藤先生喜欢的音乐是古典音乐。 
       /Zuo Teng xian shen xi huan de yin yue shi gu dian yin yue./ 
12E. The music that Mr. Sato likes is classical music. 
12J.好きの音楽 
/ suki no ongaku/: /suki/ = like + /no/ + /ongaku/ = music 
12C.喜欢的音乐 
/xi huan de yin yue/ 
 
/suki/ = likes + /no/ + /ongaku / = music 
 
/xi huan / = likes + de + /yin yue/ = music 
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12J. 好きの音楽/ suki no ongaku/: /suki/ = like + /no/ + /ongaku/ = music 
 
 
12E. music that Mr. Sato likes 
 
For the present tense of the na-adjective in 12C, the na-adjective has been 
replaced by /no/ and it corresponds to the /de/ in the Chinese translation as in 8.3.1. For 
the English translation, the English relative clause structure is used. Though it may seem 
reasonable to equate the error to the relative clause structure based on 12J and 12E, the 
following is an example of a simple na-adjective sentence that does not require the 
English relative clause structure. 
13J. 佐藤さんはとても静かな学生です。 
      /Satoo san wa totemo shizuka na gakusee desu./ 
13C. 佐藤先生是个非常安静的学生。 
       /Zuo Teng xian shen shi ge fei chang an jing de xue sheng./ 
13E1. Mr. Sato is a very quiet student. 
13E2. Mr. Sato is a student who is very quiet. 
There are two ways of expressing this sentence in English. 13E1 simply adds the 
noun after the adjective while 13E2 uses the relative clause. 13J is not an error found in 
the students composition but this sentence indicates that while we can explain the actual 
error 12J found in the students compositions, this is not sufficient to conclude that 
English relative clause is a negative influence. Another example to illustrate that the 
English relative clause explanation is not sufficient is by just looking at one sentence is to 
consider the following sentence that contains the negative form of the na-adjective. 彼は
あまりまじめではない学生です。/kare wa amari majime dewa nai gakusee desu./, He 
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        /Kinoo mita no eega wa omoshirokatta desu./ 
14C. 昨天看的电影很有趣。 
        /zhuo tian kan de dian yin hen you qu./ 
14E. The movie that I saw yesterday was interesting. 
14J1. きのう見たの映画/Kinoo mita no eega/ 
 
14C1. 昨天看的电影   /zhuo tian kan de dian yin/ 
 
 
The target error in 14J also shows the corresponding position and the use of the 
marker /de/ in the Chinese translation. For 14C the sentence structure is the verb + marker 
/de/ + modified noun and 14J sentence structure is verb + particle /no/ + modified noun.  
 
14J1. きのう見たの映画 /Kinoo mita no eega/ 
 
 
14E1.   The movie that I saw yesterday  
 
 
For the comparison with the English translation, the target error /no/ can be seen 
as the Japanese equivalent marker that corresponds to the English relative pronoun, that.  
The result for the following (negative verb + noun) modifier in 15J is similar to 





       /Bunshoo wo yomu toki, wakaranai no ji ga attara, suguni shirabemasu./ 
15C 当我在阅读文章时，如果有不认识的字，我会马上查。 
       /dang wo zai yue du shi, ru guo you bu ren shi de zi, wo hue ma shang cha./ 
15E. If there are words that I do not know when I am reading a passage, I check the 
words immediately. 
15J1. わからないの字 
       /wakaranai no ji/ 
15C1. 不认识的字  
        / bu ren shi de zi./ 
15E1. words that I do not know 
The following is an example of the English translation that does not require the 
relative pronoun. 
16J. 中学生になった時、日本語を習うの機会がありました。 
       /Chuugakusee ni natta toki, Nihongo wo narau no kikai ga arimashita./ 
16C. 我升上中学的时候, 有学习日语的机会。 
       /Wo sheng shang zhong xue de shi hou, you ge xue xi Ri yu de ji hui./ 
16E. I had a chance to learn Japanese when I became a secondary school student. 
16J1. 日本語を習うの機会 /Nihongo wo narau no kikai/ : /Nihongo wo narau/=learn 
Japanese, /kikai/=chance 






16J1. 日本語を習うの機会 /Nihongo wo narau no kikai/ 
 
16E1.                                    a chance    to learn Japanese 
 
The Chinese and Japanese comparison for 16C1 and 16J1 is the same as the above 
examples. But for the English sentence structure 16E1, the sequence of the modified noun 
+ relative clause is the opposite of the Japanese sentence as in the previous examples but 



































Discussion for the Error Analysis 
 
9.1 Overview 
This chapter consists of two main sections. The first section is a discussion on 
whether or not the target error is influenced by Chinese or English or both based on the 
error analysis. This is followed by a discussion that focuses on the possibility of the target 
error as a result of intralingual influence by exploring other errors of extra particles 
besides /no/. 
 
9.2 Interlingual perspective: Interference from Chinese and English language  
 
This section explores the interference from Chinese and English language with 
regard to the target errors. 
 
9.2.1 Chinese interference: Negative transfer from Chinese language 
The comparisons in section 8.3 show that the Japanese additional の , /no/ 
corresponds to the的, /de/ in the Chinese counterparts. The error analysis suggests that if 
students were to transfer the Chinese sentence structure when they make sentences in 
their Japanese writing there is a possibility that they will be prompted to commit the 
target errors. Earlier studies have pointed out that the errors are due to the interference of 
the Chinese relative clause marker 的, /de/ (Suzuki, 1978; Hakuda, 1999). Suzuki stated 
in his study that most of the learners who committed the errors of additional particle /no/ 
in the noun modifiers are Chinese (Suzuki, 1978). The errors found in Suzukis study 
correspond to those used in this study. (The examples used in Suzukis study and the 
respective Chinese and English translations are attached as Appendix F.)  With this 
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papers section on comparison of Chinese and Japanese noun modifiers in 8.3 and 
Suzukis study, it is reasonable to conclude that the target errors may be due to Chinese 
influence based on the contrastive error analysis. 
However, there is a need to establish how this association of の, /no/ and 的, /de/ 
was made. The author hypothesizes that the association between Chinese 的, /de/ and 
Japanese の, /no/ is established when students learn the (Noun1 + の, /no/ + Noun 2) 
structures on their eighth and ninth lesson, which is approximately after 18 to 20 hours of 
lessons.  
Comparing the Japanese sentences 私の本 /watashi no hon/ my book and 日本
のテレビ /Nihon no terebi/ Japanese television set with the Chinese equivalent, 我的
书 /wo de shu/ and 日本的电视机 /Riben de dian shi ji/, students might make the 
association between Chinese marker 的, /de/ and Japanese particle の, /no/. The students 
might establish this association at an early stage of their Japanese acquisition when they 
learn this sentence structure at their eighth and ninth lesson. This association is 
particularly convenient and the learners would be tempted to generalize and equate の, 
/no/ with 的, /de/ thus making the erroneous sentences in their Japanese writing later. 
Because the sentence structure and meanings are simple, students generally do not make 
many mistakes and teachers at this stage seldom go beyond the explanation that the 
particle の, /no/ is used to connect two nouns and can be used to indicate someones 
possession as in /watashi no hon/, my book or to describe a noun as in /Nihongo no 
shimbun/, Japanese newspaper. This simple explanation may lead students to draw on 
their prior knowledge of Chinese language sentence structure and establish the 
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association with the Chinese的, /de/ on their own. It is important to note that for this 
particular Japanese sentence structure at this initial stage of acquisition, it is difficult for 
teachers to discourage the association as the structure in Japanese and Chinese are indeed 
similar. In fact, developing meta-linguistics skills such as comparing sentence structures 
between two languages and using prior knowledge to assist learning are very important 
for SLA. This makes it a more complex issue than simply advising teachers to discourage 
the association at this stage.  
Comments made by students during the interviews also support this conclusion of 
Chinese influence. Case study students A, B, C and D claimed that the target errors were 
due to or partly due to the influence of Chinese and have singled out and cited the 
association of の, /no/ with 的, /de/. Student A said that he equates the Japanese の, /no/ 
with the Chinese 的, /de/ so he tended to use の, /no/ to replace the Chinese 的, /de/ in his 
Japanese sentence. Student D also commented that the association was made at the early 
stage of learning at the lower secondary school level.  
 
9.2.2 English interference: Negative transfer from English language 
 
For the Japanese (verb + Noun) modifier structure, there are studies that suggest 
that the target errors are the result of interference from the relative clause structure in 
English (Aoki, 1980; Sato, 1984). The relative clause structures in English and Japanese 
are very different and Japanese learners who are learning English find it particularly 
difficult to master the structure.  
From the English interference perspective, it can be argued that the students 
transferred their English sentence structure to Japanese and used の, /no/ as the equivalent 
marker in the relative clause as can be seen in 10J, 10E, 11J, 11E, 12J, 12E, 13J, 13E2, 
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14J, 14E, 15J and 15E whereby the particle の, /no/ is used as the equivalent of the 
relative pronouns, that and who. However, not all translated English sentences 
contain relative pronouns in the relative clause. Examples are 8E, 9E, 13E1 and 16E. This 
indicates that the claim that the target errors are due to negative transfer of the relative 
clause structure in English is not without its shortcoming. 
This association may be formed when students learn the Noun1 + の, /no/ + 
Noun2 modifier. To support this observation, note that student D commented that when 
he writes Japanese sentences with noun modifiers, he tends to add something like the 
Chinese or English equivalent of the particle の, /no/. 
For example, バスを待っているの人に聞きました, /Basu wo matte itu no hito 
ni kikimashita./, I went to ask the person who is waiting for the bus. According to the 
student, the who is is used to describe what the person is doing and it would be 
equivalent to the Japanese particle の , /no/ in the students interpretation. This is a 
learners account of how the errors might be due to the interference of the English 
language because the learner associates the English relative clause with the Japanese 
particle の, /no/.  
 From the error analysis, the target errors can be both Chinese and English 
influence. But it is interesting to note that while all students in the case studies think the 
cause of the errors is a Chinese influence, only half think that English can also be the 
cause. This is probably due to the fact that students perceive the Japanese language as 
similar to Chinese because of Kanji characters and also the similar structure of the 
relative clause for the Japanese and Chinese (noun + Noun) modifier. 
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 Also, comparing the word sequence in the relative clause of the respective 
languages, Chinese has a one to one correspondence with the Japanese while the sequence 
in the English relative clause is the opposite. It is easier to establish a link between 
Chinese and Japanese target errors because the similarity of the word sequence is 
relatively apparent as shown in the comparison of the structures. 
 However, it may be more difficult for a student to identify and explain the 
English influence as a probable cause of the target errors. This is because the student 
needs to be familiar with English grammar to explain clearly that the influence is due to 
the relative clause structure in English and to point out that /no/ is most likely used as the 
equivalent of the English relative pronouns. Moreover, the use of relative pronoun in the 
English relative clause is not consistent as in 16E.  
 
9.3 Intralingual perspective: Overgeneralization 
 
As Japanese is an agglutinative language, the use of particles is an important and 
prominent feature of the Japanese sentence structure. Particles express the relationship 
between words in a sentence. This marked difference as compared to Chinese and English 
language might prompt learners to pay attention to this feature at an early stage of 
language acquisition.  
The following questions were included in the surveys for the secondary two, three 
and four to find out if students have problems identifying these errors: 
17J. 毎週の水曜日と木曜日にセンターへ来ます。 
/Maishuu no suiyoobi to mokuyoobi ni sentaa e kimasu./ 




/Honya de manga wo ni satsu wo kaimashita./  
18E. I bought two comic books at the bookstore. 
The common problem with these two sentences is that there is an extra particle 
that is not required. From Tables 1, 2 and 3, the percentage of students who could not 
correct the error in 17J were 82.4%, 91.9%, and 85.2% for the secondary two, three and 
four levels respectively. And for 18J, 54.4%, 41.9% and 33.3% of the secondary two, 
three and four students were not able to identify and correct the error.  
The following sentences taken from secondary four students compositions 
contain an extra particle. 
 
19J. 朝の６時半に起きます。 
/Asa no roku ji ni okimasu./ 
19E. I wake up at 6 in the morning. 
20J. 毎週の月曜日と水曜日に語学センターへ日本語を勉強しに行きます。, 
/Maishuu no getsuyoobi to suiyoobi ni gogaku sentaa e Nihongo wo benkyoo shi ni 
ikimasu./ 
20E. I go to the Language Centre every Monday and Wednesday to study Japanese. 
21J. 毎日に学校へ行きます。 
/Mainichi ni gakkoo he ikimasu./ 
21E. I wake up at 6 everyday. 
22J. 昨日、二人が来ました。(友達が) 
/Kinoo futari ga kimashita. (tomodachi ga)/  
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22E. Two (friends) came yesterday. 
23J. 冷蔵庫の中にまだ卵が二つがありました。 
/Reezooko no naka ni mada tamago ga futatsu ga arimasu./  
23E. There were still two eggs in the refrigerator. 
24J. 三年前、日本語を勉強し始めた理由は３つがあります。 
/San nen mae, Nihongo wo benkyoo shi hajimeta riyuu wa mittsu ga arimasu./  
24E. There are three reasons why I started learning Japanese three years ago. 
25J. ごほうびにお父さんからお金を２００ドルをもらいました。 
/Gohoobi ni otoosan kara okane wo 200 doru wo moraimashita./ 
25E. He got 200 dollars from his father as a reward. 
26J. 昨日、りんごを３つを買いました。  
/Kinoo, ringo wo mittsu wo kaimashita./  
26E. I bought three apples yesterday. 
27J. 店員に 100ドルを払いました。 
/Tenin ni 100 doru wo haraimashita./   
27E. I paid 100 dollars to the shop attendant. 
The students tend to add particles where they are not required and we can see a 
pattern in that the errors occur in between words as in the examples: 
21J. 毎日 + に + 学校へ行きます。, /mainichi/ + /ni/ + /gakkoo he ikimasu/ 
23J. ２つ+ が + ありました, /futatsu/ + /ga/ + /arimashita/ 
26J. ３つ +  を + 買いました, /mittsu/ + /wo/ + /kaimashita/ 
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For 19J, 20J and 21J, we can explain the errors as a case of using the particle の, 
/no/ as the default particle for connecting nouns. But for 22J to 27J, instead of の, /no/, 
the students had chosen the most likely and probable particle to join the quantifier and the 
verb.  
In 22J, 23J and 24J, the particle が, /ga/ was chosen probably because the students 
were aware that the correct sentence structure without the quantifiers should be 友達が来
ました。  /tomodachi ga kimashita./, my friends came  and 卵がありました。
/tamago ga arimashita./, there were eggs respectively. When they encountered the 
quantifier, they applied the rule of adding a particle to the sentence and chose the most 
likely particle to fill in the gap. The same can be said for 25J, 26J and 27J, whereby the 
most likely particleを, /wo/, used to denote the direct object of an action, is chosen and 
thus prompting the errors. 
This shows that the particles used were not arbitrary, but rather were chosen based 
on the relationship between the words. For example, if we have りんご, /ringo/, apples 
and 買いました, /kaimashita/, bought, the natural and logical relationship between 
these two words would be りんごを買いました。, /ringo wo kaimashita./, I bought 
apples. Thus the author hypothesizes that when the learner is faced with a quantifier and a 
verb, learners would generalize from the general sentence structure and choose the most 
likely particle を, /wo/ thus producing the errors found in 23J and 26J. 
It was pointed out by Kayano that the participants in his study had the same 
problem with the quantifiers. The study also reported that it required a lot of time for 
learners at the beginner level to acquire the habit of using words that express time such as 
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今日, /kyoo/, today, 朝, /asa/ properly without adding the additional particle に, /ni/ 
(Kayano, 1978). The learners in Kayanos study include foreign students from Taiwan, 
Hong Kong, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, Peru, Japanese students who have returned 
from America, Canada, Europe, and also working adults of different professions. It is 
interesting to note that learners from such varied backgrounds commit these target errors 
as well. This suggests that these errors are not confined to groups of learners of a 
particular mother tongue or L1 background.  
From the surveys, it was found that students have problems identifying errors that 
do not require a particle between words. And from the results of the case studies, there 
were students who said that they needed to put something to fill in the space so that the 
sentences would sound natural. These suggest that there might be an intralingual error, 
which in this case, an overgeneralization of the rule that a particle is required to join the 
words to form a Japanese sentence. Note that all except four of the sentence structures 
taught throughout the secondary one level require particles to connect the words in the 
sentence. This could be the probable cause for students to assume that all words in a 
sentence need to be connected by particles. Furthermore, because Japanese is 
agglutinative and particle is an important feature of the Japanese sentence structure, this 
overgeneralization is not dependent on any language background of the learner. There is a 
possibility that learners regardless of their language background would commit the target 
errors if they were taught to connect words using particles to form sentences at the early 




Limitations and directions for future studies 
 
10 Limitations and directions for future studies 
As Nagatomo pointed out that there is a need for more contributions in the area of 
error analysis studies that compare more than one specific L1 in Japan (Nagatomo, 1993). 
This study has contributed in the area of research on the target errors by adding an 
important group of participants to the pool of data and also exploring the effects of 
influence of more than one language for multilingual learners.  
 The secondary four students are a group of participants with similar formal 
bilingual education background and have had four years of continuous and structured 
Japanese lessons. The curriculum and pace are very different from the participants of 
most previous studies conducted in Japan where the learners are usually students from a 
university or pre-university Japanese language preparatory course. Further exploration on 
the target errors committed by secondary and university learners in Singapore might 
provide information on whether the learners meta-linguistic development stage has any 
significant influence on the target errors committed. 
The study found that correctly identifying the cause of the target errors for 
learners who know both Chinese and English is difficult. This is because for multilingual 
learners, the learners themselves found it difficult to pinpoint exactly the causes of the 
errors. In this aspect, teachers have a much more challenging task in trying to identify and 
implement proper preventive pedagogical methods in their teaching as compared to 
dealing with a group of students who have only one dominant L1 or MT. One of the 
shortcomings of the study lies in the lack of its ability to identify the circumstances that a 
learner would be influenced by a particular language during the SLA. One area for future 
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study is to identify when and what kind of linguistic features are inclined to be influenced 
by a particular language. Also the effects of multiple languages on the acquisition of a L2 
by multilingual learners are worth exploring and such studies are becoming more 
important as the world continues to globalize at a much faster rate.  
A part of this study focused on the different categories of target errors that 
students from different levels could not identify and correct based on surveys. It was 
found that at least 50% of the students from the three different levels were able to identify 
and correct the target errors in the adjective and verb categories. This suggests that there 
are more students who are successful in their Japanese language acquisition with regards 
to the target errors. While the study relied on error analysis to investigate the probable 
causes of the errors and suggested measures to overcome these problems, an investigation 
on the learning strategies of these successful students would be important and beneficial 
to determine effective learning strategies for the weaker students who show difficulties in 
learning. Future study in this area may also provide significant insights for the 
development of effective teaching methods as well.   
In addition, further exploration of the effect of a change of the sequence of the 
grammar taught such that students are introduced to sentence structures that do not 
require particles to join words at an early stage might be beneficial. Such intralingual 
perspective studies might throw some light as to whether deliberate emphasis on such 
structures that do not require particles to connect words might help to reduce or eliminate 
the error. 
The study found that students became more aware of the errors when they were 
asked to review a list of erroneous sentences in the form of a survey.  This suggests an 
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area for future studies to find out whether this form of meta-linguistics activity is 
effective in reducing or preventing the target errors.  
It was also observed in the secondary four students translation surveys that some 
students tend to avoid sentences that they are not sure of by using other sentence 
structures to express themselves. For example, for the sentence the animal that I like is 
cat, instead of using the noun modifier, /watashi no suki na doobutsu/, the animal that I 
like, the students translated the sentence to /watashi wa neko ga suki desu/, I like cats. 
Another example is My dream is to become a doctor, students translated it to /watashi 
wa isha ni naritai desu/, I want to be a doctor. The problem of avoidance is an important 
aspect to consider for error analysis and should also be an area for further study. This is 
because it would be difficult to correctly identify problems that students face if they tend 

















The ultimate aim of error analysis is to identify problems so that teachers can find 
solutions or preventive measures to help learners in their L2 acquisition. 
The results of the survey on the different levels show that the target errors do not 
disappear as the students progress in their learning. Also, based on the statistical analysis, 
the error of extra /no/ is a good indicator of the learners proficiency levels. Weaker 
students tend to have difficulties in identifying errors and also tend to make more errors. 
It is therefore important for the teachers to help students overcome this error.  
Through the interviews and error analysis, it was found that the negative transfer 
most likely occurred at the early stage of acquisition. The error could also be due to the 
overgeneralization of the use of /no/ to place before a noun in sentences. Teachers could 
consider the sequence in which the sentence patterns are taught to incorporate sentences 
such as /takai kaban/ at the earlier stage of acquisition to help learners realize that not all 
words need to be connected with a particle in a sentence. 
However, the study also found that the problem of fossilization should not be 
underestimated. For the secondary four students, the actual cause is most likely to be 
fossilization.  
Teachers should be aware that the habit of erroneous extra /no/ might be formed at 
the very early stage of learning and fossilization might take place for the weaker learners.  
Teachers are recommended to keep warning the students to pay attention to the target 
error from the early stage of acquisition so as to prevent learners from developing 
erroneous rules in their IL. 
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Footnote:   
 
(*1) Besides the examples stated, we also have other examples such as “象の鼻, /zoo 
no hana/ and“医者のお姉さん, /isha no oneesan/ which means the elephants nose 
and the doctors elder sister respectively. Here, it is not clear if we can explain the nose 
as a possession of the elephant or this is a descriptive as in the nose that belongs to 
the elephant. For the second sentence, it states the relationship between the doctor and 
the elder sister and thus similar to the descriptive function ofの, /no/ as in 3J and 4J. 
However, “医者のお姉さん, /isha no oneesan/ poses a problem as there is another 
interpretation. The expression could also mean my elder sister who is a doctor. Though 
it is a relative clause sentence in English, it takes the same structure as the doctors 
sister in Japanese. The meaning of the sentence is ambiguous without a context. 
 It is necessary to reiterate that this paper is not a comprehensive study of the particle の, 
/no/, rather the focus is on the targeted errors that are found in the learners compositions. 
Thus the discussion on the various usage and meanings of の, /no/ is largely limited to 
those found in sentences that learners are most likely to use in the beginner and 
intermediate level. The following is a brief summary of Okutsus article on the particle の, 
/no/, and the various uses in noun modifier sentences: 
1) To indicate possession, the owner:  
    僕の車, /boku no kuruma/, my car 
2) To indicate the producer, person or thing responsible for the result or outcome: 
    巨人の六連勝, /Kyojin no rokuren shou/, the six continuous winnings of the Kyojin 
team 
3) To indicate the group or organization that the person is a member of:  
    名古屋大学の先生, /Nagoya daigaku no sensei/, teacher from/of Nagoya University 
4) To indicate relationship:  
 生徒の父兄, /seito no fukei/, the parents of the pupils  
5) To indicate existence and location: 
 男の足元のお盆, /otoko no ashimoto no obon/, the basin near the foot of the man  
6) To indicate an abstract place 
 理論上の欠陥, /riron jou no kekkan/, a flaw in the theory 
7) To indicate the range of choices:  
 成功する方法の一例, /seikou suru houhou no ichirei/, one of the examples on how to 
succeed  
8) To indicate the time, period: 
 九一年度の卒業生, /kyuujuuichi nendo no sotsugyousei/, graduate of year 1991 
9) To denote the qualities, character, state: 
神々しい顔たちのお嬢様 , /gougoushii kaotachi no ojousama/, the girl who looks 
sublime 
10) To indicate the material: 
 鉄の橋, /tetsu no hashi/, metal bridge  
11) To indicate the quantity or sequence: 
 十八名位の当選, /juuhachi meii no tousen/, elected as the number 18th 
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12) Used to connect the stem of nouns that can combine with the verb suru する with 
another noun: 
 意見対立の委員会, /iken tairitsu no iinkai/, the committee with opposing opinion 
13) Similar usage for the na-adjective in noun modifiers:  
 僅かの例外, /wazuka no reigai/, with very few exceptions 
14) To indicate the range or boundary of the modified noun: 
 一部の悪質な人々, /ichibu no akushitsuna hitobito/, a part of those people with bad 
intentions 
15) To indicate the purpose: 
 客寄せの愛嬌, /kyakuyose no aikyou/, the charm for the purpose of getting customers 
16) To indicate the related areas and topics: 
 哲学の講座, /tetsugaku no kouza/, philosophy lecture 
17) To indicate the same case as the modified noun: 
 医者の妹, /isha no imooto/, my sister, the doctor 
18) To indicate the sequence of the modified noun: (which can be regarded as having the 
same function as (11).  
 次の難問, /tsugi no nanmon/, the next problem 
19) To indicate the subject of the action that follows after the particle: 
 家内のお産, /kanai no oumi/, my wifes delivery 
20) To indicate the object of an action: 
 西欧地区の閉鎖, /seiou chiku no heisa/, the closure of the Western Europe region 
21) To describe: 
 夢の世界, /yume no sekai/, dream world 
 
From the above analysis by Okutsu, it is not difficult to realize that the usage of 
particle の, /no/ in noun modifiers and its function are not as simple as the discussion in 
this paper. In the earlier study by Suzuki, (Suzuki, 1978) his discussion on the particle is 
focused on the targeted errors and gives the reader the impression that の, /no/ and 的, 
/de/ are interchangeable. It lacks the clear understanding of the complexity of the usage of 
the particle and a detailed discussion on the examples whereby there is no corresponding 
match. Therefore, it brings to question the validity of the simple conclusion that the target 
error is due to the Chinese influence of 的, /de/. 
  
(*2) The basic strategy of using multilingualism has always been part of the young 
nations education policy planning. The basic strategy of equal treatment for puralism and 
multilingualism was drawn out way back in 1956, All party report on Chinese 
education. In the report, it is stated that languages are to be treated as a resource, and 
language development is to be engineered to targeted ends. This pragmatic view of 
language has always been and still is one of the fundamental features of the language 
education policy in Singapore. The current bilingual policy in the education system as 
stated by the Ministry of Education of Singapore is as follow: 
 
• The bilingual policy is a fundamental feature of our education system. 
• English is essential as it is the language of commerce, technology and 
administration 
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• The learning of the mother tongue enables our children to keep in touch with their 
heritage and cultural values. 
 
 
The bilingual policy requires all students to take up English as the first language and the 
mother tongue as the second language. As discussed in the paper proper, the first 
language and second language referred here is to be distinguished from the terms used in 
applied linguistics. The other three official languages are offered as the second language 
but though it is usually assumed that the second language would be the mother tongue of 
the student, there are cases whereby the students are free to opt for another language 
besides their mother tongue. Therefore, we have Malay or Tamil students who take up 
Chinese as their second language since young and are fluent in the language. These first 
and second language subjects are being taught from the Primary school level up till the 
Junior College level. All students are required to sit for the second language examinations 
at the Primary six school leaving examination, an O level examination for the language 
for their secondary school education and also another second language examination at the 
AO level before they graduate from Pre-University level.  
However, we do see a shift in the second language policy to extend the number of second 
languages available and to offer foreign languages such as French, German and Japanese 
as a second language to students who have been abroad for a few years during their 
primary school years or foreign students who have opted to pursue their education in a 
Singapore local school under the Singapore Ministry of Education. This is very much due 
to the fact that Singapore is fast becoming an international island nation and has drawn 
many foreign talents to come to Singapore and also more and more Singaporeans have the 
opportunity to work and stay overseas.    
It is important to note that students who request to take up another language besides their 
mother tongue as their second language are required to give satisfactory supporting 
evidence for the change and is only possible with the approval of the Ministry of 
Education and not at the school level. Thus, most students who are studying in the local 
schools still have the other three official languages as their second language. 
But, there is another development that is noteworthy in respect to the language policies 
adopted in the country education system. This is the option of taking the mother tongue at 
a higher level, which means that students will be taking English and another language as 
their first language and they are required to go through a much rigorous curriculum 
course as compared to their peers who are taking the subject as a second language. 
 
(*3) Singapore is a multi-racial society. Based on the census 2000, the nations ethnic 
distribution of the resident population of 3,263,200 is Chinese (76.8%), Malay (13.9%), 
Indian (7.9%) and others (1.4%). (www.singstat.gov.sg, Census 2000, pg 4) It has English, 
Chinese, Malay and Tamil as its four official languages.  
 
Singapore secondary school students are required to study English and their mother 
tongue. But when we consider the students level of proficiency of the English and 
Chinese, it is important to note that the definition of bilingual in Singapore may not 
always be correct or even valid from the perspective of applied linguistics. 
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Table A shows the language most frequently spoken at home for the ethnic Chinese 




The language most frequently spoken at home by the ethnic Chinese population 
Language most frequently 





English 19.3 23.9 
Mandarin 30.1 45.1 
Chinese dialects 50.3 30.7 
Others 0.3 0.4 
 
Table B shows the language literacy of the ethnic Chinese population. 
 
Table B 
Language literacy of the ethnic Chinese population 




Chinese only 40.6 32.0 
English only 19.8 16.4 
English and Chinese only 37.8 48.3 
Others 1.9 3.3 
Source: www.singstat.gov.sg, Census 2000 
 
From the statistics, there has been an increase in the use of English and Mandarin in the 
home environment over the period of a decade of 1990 to 2000. But it is important to note 
that while 45.1% of the population speaks Mandarin at home, only 23.9% of the ethnic 
Chinese population speaks English at home. It is obvious that English is far from being 
the preferred language of use in the home environment. The first language in school 
strictly refers to the mode of delivery of subjects in school. In this light, the students 
perception of being bilingual is questionable. 
In terms of literacy, there has been an increase of 10.5% of those who are literate in both 
English and Chinese. The percentage of population who is literate in Chinese only is 
higher than that of English only for the past decade. 
 
However, there is a need to point out two things. First, only the ethnic Chinese population 
statistics is shown because for the students who take Japanese at the Ministry of 
Education Language Centre, are mainly ethnic Chinese. This is because the knowledge of 
Chinese language is a pre-requisite for those who opt to learn Japanese. The condition is 
due to the fact that knowledge of the Chinese language is an advantage in learning 
Japanese because Chinese characters are used in both Chinese and Japanese language. 
The other point to note is that the tables above show the overall nations ethnic Chinese 
population. The students who are offered a third language at the Ministry of Education 
Language Centre are the top 10% of cohort who took the Primary School Leaving 
Examination. They would have a much better grasp of English and Chinese as compared 
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to the average student. But in terms of being bilingual, these students may not be truly 
bilingual based on the choice of language used in their home environment. We would 
expect a more balanced proportion between people who chose Chinese and English as the 
preferred language being spoken at home. But Table A shows that there are about twice 
as many people who prefer to use Chinese instead of English in the home environment. 
 
(*4) The education system is such that children are required to go to school from seven 
years to twelve years of age. This is compulsory education. This makes up the six years of 
primary school education. At the end of the primary school education, students are 
required to sit for a national examination known as the PSLE (Primary School Leaving 
Examination). After that, there is the four years secondary school education. At the end of 
the four years, students are required to sit for the General Cambridge Examination 
Ordinary Level. 
 
(*5) The format of the GCE O Level for Japanese is as follows: 
Paper 1 (45marks, 45%), 2 hrs 15 mins: Grammar and usage (20 marks), picture 
composition (10 marks), and free composition (15 marks) 
Paper 2 (21 marks, 15%), 45 mins: Reading comprehension  
Paper 3 (23 marks, 15%), 45 mins: Listening comprehension  
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Survey for secondary 2 students 
 




１  （     ）私は中学校の学生です。 
 
２  （     ）先週高いのかばんを買いました。 
 
３  （     ）昨日はとても楽しいの一日でした。 
 
４  （     ）佐藤さんの好きの音楽はクラシック音楽です。 
 
５  （     ）毎日に学校へ行きます。 
  
６  （     ）机の上に本が二冊があります。 
 
７  （     ）毎週の水曜日と木曜日にセンターへ来ます。 
 
８  （     ）私の趣味は絵を描くのことです。 
 
９   （     ）本屋で漫画を二冊を買いました。 
 
１０（     ）私の学校はきれいの学校です。 
 
１１（     ）バスを待っているの人に聞きました。 
 
１２（     ）わからないの時、先生に聞きます。 
 















Survey for secondary 3 students 
 




１    （ ）たくさん人が来ました。 
 
２    （ ）先週高いのかばんを買いました。 
 
３    （ ）昨日はとても楽しいの一日でした。 
 
４    （ ）佐藤さんの好きの音楽はクラシック音楽です。 
 
５    （ ）毎日に学校へ行きます。 
  
６    （ ）机の上に本が二冊があります。 
 
７    （ ）毎週の水曜日と木曜日にセンターへ来ます。 
 
８    （ ）私は趣味は絵を描くのことです。 
 
９    （ ）本屋で漫画を二冊を買いました。 
 





















Survey for secondary 4 students 
名前：      Ｊ４（            ） 
正しい文には○を、正しくない文には×をつけなさい。正しくない文を直しなさい 
 
１    （ ）先週高いのかばんを買いました。 
 
２    （ ）たくさんの人が来ました。 
 
３    （ ）昨日はとても楽しいの一日でした。 
 
４    （ ）佐藤さんの好きの音楽はクラシック音楽です。 
 
５    （ ）毎日に学校へ行きます。 
  
６    （ ）私は学校はきれいの学校です。 
 
７    （ ）毎週の水曜日と木曜日にセンターへ来ます。 
 
８    （ ）私の夢は医者になるのことです。 
 


























Survey on students perception of their language proficiency 
 




1. Do you think in another language when you are writing a Japanese composition? 
 
   Yes       No 
 
2. If  Yes, please circle one of the following: 
 
A I am only influenced by English when I write my Japanese composition.  
 
B I am only influenced by Chinese when I write my Japanese composition. 
 
C I am influenced by mainly English and sometimes Chinese when I write 
            my Japanese composition. 
 
D I am influenced by mainly Chinese and sometimes English when I write  
            my Japanese composition. 
 
E I am influenced by other languages when I write my Japanese composition. 
 
3. Please circle your dominant spoken language (the more proficient or the 






C Both English and Chinese 
 
D Others: (Please specify)        
 
4. Please circle your dominant written language (the more proficient or the 






C Both English and Chinese 
 
D Others: (Please specify)        
 
 





Translation:  名前：        クラス：J４（   ） 
 
1. I bought a big bag yesterday. 
             
 
2. Tanakas younger sister is a very quiet girl. 
             
 
3. The cars in Singapore are very expensive. 
         
 
4. It was an enjoyable day. 
        
 
5. My hobby is to collect stamps. 
         
 
6. The animal that I like is cat. 
         
 
 7. I would like to marry someone who is smart (clever). 
         
 
8. When you go to sleep, please switch off the lights. 
         
 
9. Dont forget to hand in your homework. 
         
 
10. When I was in secondary three, I had an opportunity to go to Japan. 
         
 
11. The girl who is reading a book over there is my sister. 
         
 
 12. I dont like expensive cars. 
         
 
13. Those who did not come last week, please put up your hands. 
         
 
14. My dream is to become a doctor. 






The target errors found in 130 secondary 4 students compositions were collected and 
used for the error analysis.  The following sentences with the targeted errors were found 
in the secondary four students' compositions: 
i-adjective 
a) とても楽しいの一日でした。 
 /totemo tanoshii no ichinichi deshita./ 
 It was a very enjoyable day. 
b) 高いのかばんを買いました。 
/takai no kaban wo kaimashita./ 
I bought an expensive bag. 
c) もし私が大金持ちだったら、もっと大きいの家に引っ越したいです。 
/Moshi watashi ga oo kane mochi dattara, motto ookii no uchi ni hikkoshitai 
desu./ 
If I were a rich man, I would want to move to a much bigger house. 
na-adjective 
d) 佐藤さんが好きの音楽はクラシック音楽です。 
/Satoo san ga suki no ongaku wa kurashikku ongaku desu./ 
The music that Satoo san likes is classical. 
e) 自分があまり好きではないのことは将来一番大切なものになるかもしれ 
            ません。 
  /Jibun ga amari suki dewa nai no koto wa shoorai ichiban taisetsu na mono ni naru 
 kamoshiremasen./ 
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The things that you do not like much might become the most important thing (to  
you) in the future. 
verb 
f) 英語を勉強するのために旅行のツアーガイドのアルバイトをします。 
          /Eigo wo benkyoo suru no tame ni ryokoo no tsuaa gaido no arubaito wo shimasu. / 
In order to study English, I do part-time job as a tour guide. 
g) 中学生になった時、日本語を習うの機会がありました。 
/Chuugakusei ni natta toki, Nihongo wo narau no kikai ga arimashita./ 
When I became a secondary school student, I had the chance to study Japanese. 
h) 日本人が話すの速さに慣れていません。 
/Nihonjin ga hanasu no hayasa ni narete imasen./ 
I am not used to the speed Japanese speaks. 
i) バスを待っているの人に聞きました。 
/Basu wo matte iru no hito ni kikimashita./  
I asked the person who is waiting for the bus. 
j) 文章を読む時、わからないの字があったら、すぐに調べます。 
/Bunshoo wo yomu toki, wakaranai no ji ga attara, suguni shirabemasu./ 
When I read passages and there are words that I do not know, I check them 
immediately. 
k) きのう見たの映画はおもしろかったです。 
 /Kinoo mita no eiga wa omoshitokatta desu./ 
 The movie we saw yesterday was interesting. 
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Errors found in the secondary four students compositions with extra /no/ particle: 
l)  朝の６時半に起きます。 
            /Asa no roku ji ni okimasu./ 
I wake up at 6 in the morning. 
m)  毎週の月曜日と水曜日に語学センターへ日本語を勉強しに行きます。, 
     /Maishuu no getsuyoobi to suiyoobi ni gogaku sentaa e Nihongo wo benkyoo shi 
ni  ikimasu./ 
I go to the Language Centre every Monday and Wednesday to study Japanese. 
The following are sentences found in the secondary four students compositions with 
extra particles besides the particle /no/. 
n)  毎日に学校へ行きます。 
/Mainichi ni gakkoo he ikimasu./ 
I wake up at 6 everyday. 
o)  昨日、二人が来ました。(友達が) 
/Kinoo futari ga kimashita. (tomodachi ga)/  
Two (friends) came yesterday. 
p)  冷蔵庫の中にまだ卵が二つがありました。 
/Reezooko no naka ni mada tamago ga futatsu ga arimasu./  
There were still two eggs in the refrigerator. 
q)  三年前、日本語を勉強し始めた理由は３つがあります。 
/San nen mae, Nihongo wo benkyoo shi hajimeta riyuu wa mittsu ga arimasu./  
There are three reasons why I started learning Japanese three years ago. 
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r)  ごほうびにお父さんからお金を２００ドルをもらいました。 
/Gohoobi ni otoosan kara okane wo 200 doru wo moraimashita./ 
He got 200 dollars from his father as a reward. 
s)  昨日、りんごを３つを買いました。  
/Kinoo, ringo wo mittsu wo kaimashita./  
I bought three apples yesterday. 
t)  店員に 100ドルを払いました。 
             /Tenin ni 100 doru wo haraimashita./  
























































































The following are examples used in Suzukis study on Chinese influence in Japanese 
noun modifier structure. 
 
J1.  私がほしいの物はカメラです。/Watashi ga hoshii no mono wa kamera desu./ 
Cl. 我想要的东西是一架相机。/Wo xiang yao de dong xi shi yi jia xiang ji./   
E1.The thing that I want is a camera. 
 
J2.  これはたいへん便利の品物です。/Kore wa taihen benri no shinamono desu./ 
C2. 这是个非常方便的产品。/Zhe shi ge fei chang fang bian de chan pin./   
E2. This is a convenient product. 
 
J3.  私の国は小さいから、たくさん土地が要るの農園はありません。 
        /Watashi no kuni wa chiisai kara, takusan tochi ga iru no nooen wa arimasen./ 
 
C3. 我的国家很小, 所以没有需要很多土地的农园。 
         /Wo de guo jia hen xiao, mei you duo shao xu yao hen duo tu di de nong yuan./ 
E3.  Because my country is small, we do not have farms that require a lot of land. 
 
J4.  旅行に行かないの人はいません。/Ryokoo ni ikanai no hito wa imasen./ 
C4. 没有不去旅行的人。/Mei you bu qu lu xing de ren./ 
E4. There isnt anyone who will not go for a trip. 
 
J1 to J4 are Japanese sentences that contain the (i-adjective + Noun) modifier, (na-
adjective + Noun) modifier, (Verb positive tense + Noun) modifier and (Verb negative 
tense + Noun) modifier respectively.  
 
 
 
